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SUMMARY
Studies of molecular conformations, distortions in the inter/intra-molecular bonds and
transitions in the crystal structures of organic molecular solids under varying thermodynamic
conditions of temperature and pressure are of current research interest due to their
applications in the fields of biology, pharmaceutical industry, molecular electronics, nonlinear optical materials, ferroelectricity, and crystal engineering. Each molecular moiety can
have a diverse response to the change of thermodynamic parameters which have a profound
effect on its physical, structural, and bonding properties. Further, weakly interacting forces
like hydrogen bonds, which are ubiquitous and are among fundamental non-covalent
interactions, can easily undergo a change under such conditions, thereby influencing the
properties of the material under consideration. The changes in inter-atomic distances, intramolecular interactions, non-covalent bond lengths and molecular conformations may result in
new structural assemblies with novel properties. Therefore, one can invoke the “structureproperty” correlations to evaluate the mechanism of structural transformations.
This thesis reports the study of organic and metal-organic complexes under varying
thermodynamic conditions of temperature and pressure. Both the techniques produce
compression of the materials, but the origin of resulting changes may be different, thus
leading

to

varying

effects.

Vibrational spectroscopy

(IR

and

Raman)

along with

complementary x-ray diffraction technique have been used to probe these systems. While
spectroscopic techniques probe the information on molecular motions, x-ray diffraction has
been used to characterize the crystal structure and associated transitions. Thus, the work
presented in this thesis describes the properties of hydrogen bonds in the simplest as well as
in complex organic molecular solids under varying thermodynamic conditions, where

xv

S

molecular orientations and conformations play a substantial role to trigger the structural
phase transitions.
The results of the present thesis can be utilized to understand the signatures and
microscopic mechanism of the possible phase transitions upon varying the thermodynamic
conditions and thus the realization of new useful structural motifs and paves the way towards
better understanding of fundamental systems like glycine, framing a general trend of
hydrogen bonding networks in amino acids under varying conditions to harness the properties
of technologically important organic systems, other macro-molecular systems such as
proteins and for their molecular modelling.
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Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Introduction to Organic Molecular Solids
Organic Molecular Solids are defined as solids which consist of molecules having carbon
atom as an essential elemental species in them. The molecules in organic molecular solids are
held together by multiple weak interaction forces such as Van der Waals interactions,
hydrogen bonding, halogen bonding, dipole-dipole interactions etc. with conformationally
flexible molecular moieties forming the 3-dimensional structure. These solids have several
applications ranging from technology to bio-chemical processes, which make them an
important part of science and technology. Owing to weak interactions and flexible molecular
units of organic molecular solids, their structure is very sensitive to the change in
thermodynamic parameters such as temperature and pressure. These parameters can be used
to tune their molecular units, various interaction forces and crystal structures which can have
a significant effect on its applications. For example, in the biological and biochemical
processes such studies are useful in estimating force-fields and potentials which can be used
to simulate different structures [1, 2]. They are also helpful in understanding the role of
individual molecular orientations/conformations, distortions in the non-covalent interactions
and intermolecular bonds, redistribution of electron density, and to correlate the "structureproperty" relations in the formation of crystal structures. The force field calculations on small
molecular organic systems can be useful in understanding of the macro-molecules such as
biopolymers and proteins [1]. Thus, the understanding of individual molecular entities and
their interactions provide an epitome in exploiting organic molecular crystals with huge
impact on their applications in various fields such as pharmaceutical industry [3-8],
molecular electronics [9-12], molecular recognition, bio-macromolecules [13-15], non-linear
optical materials [16-18], crystal engineering [19], geochemistry [20], cryobiology [5, 21]
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and bio-mimetic systems. The present thesis investigates two classes of organic molecular
solids, viz., amino acids and metal-organic systems.
Conformational flexibility of the molecular units and a network of various kinds of hydrogen
bonds in the complex structures of amino acids make them an interesting as well as
challenging class of organic molecular solids to study under varying thermodynamic
conditions. In these systems, different molecular conformational motions are activated at
different pressure/ temperature ranges and different timescales from seconds to microseconds [22, 23]. The study of such a molecular flexibility can be helpful in understanding
the processes linked to phase transitions, polymerization and protein functionality. Another
category of organic molecular solids include metal-organic complexes, where metals are held
together by organic ligands which act as linkers and form 3-dimensional frameworks with
applications in catalytic processes, crystal engineering, new material synthesis, gas storage
and gas separation due to their porous structures [24-35]. The study of these compounds
under extreme thermodynamic conditions

have attained

much attention due to the

possibilities of realizing novel phases like supramolecular assembly, polymerization,

and

amorphization, which are related to their vibrational, optical and structural properties [36-40].

1.2. Thermodynamics of Phase transitions
Phase transformation is the change of the thermodynamic system from one form to another
by changing any of the thermodynamic parameters such as pressure, temperature etc. They
have been classified into different types depending upon the derivative state of the
thermodynamic parameters, given by Ehrenfest in 1933 [41] and upon the mechanism
followed during the transformation, given by Buerger in 1951 [42]. Depending upon the state
of thermodynamic parameters, it is classified as the first order or second order phase
transition. In the first order phase transitions, the first derivative of Gibb's free energy (G),
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volume, and entropy show discontinuity at the transition point and the complete system
shows a hysteresis loop. In the second order phase transition, the first derivative of Gibb's
free energy, volume and entropy are continuous but the second derivative of Gibb's free
energy shows discontinuous change at the transition point. These are smooth transitions as
there is no time gap and no heat is absorbed or released during this transition. The Gibb's free
energy is given as:

𝐺 = 𝑈 + 𝑃𝑉 − 𝑇𝑆

(1.1)

where, U is the internal energy, P is the pressure, V is the volume, T is the temperature and S
is the entropy of the system. However, the availability of information on the change of
entropy is limited by experimental techniques, therefore approach based on structural
transformations (or mechanism followed during phase transformations) which in turn is based
on the change in symmetry of the structure is considered. Depending upon the mechanism
followed, phase transitions are classified into three categories: reconstructive, displacive, and
order-disorder transitions. In the reconstructive phase transition, breaking and making of
bonds occurs at the transition point which causes a new structure to be formed. This type of
phase transition usually takes place deep inside the earth which causes drastic changes in the
seismic properties of the earth mantle. In displacive transition, no bond breaking is required,
but it involves the distortion in the bonds. The order-disorder phase transitions are further
divided into two types as rotational and substitutional phase transitions. When one molecular
unit rotates with respect to the rest of the molecules to causes phase transition, the process is
called rotational order-disorder transition. When interchanging the positions of the atoms in a
random fashion causes phase transition, it is called substitutional order-disorder phase
transition.
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1.3. Behavior of Organic Molecular Solids under varying thermodynamic
conditions
Temperature and pressure are the two thermodynamic variables which cause isotropic and
anisotropic deformation in the structure thereby causing deformation in the volume of the
system and consequently change the properties of materials. Thus, variable temperature and
pressure studies are helpful in understanding the structure, polymorphism, relative energies of
different interactions and the behavior of hydrogen bonding network [1]. While, the main
effect of pressure is to cause deformation in the electron cloud of the atoms and alter the
equilibrium distance between the nuclei of the two atoms in a molecule, temperature
primarily causes change in the population of energy levels for each normal mode of vibration.
Therefore, the origin of deformation by both the variables may be different [43-45]. The
deformation in the volume due to these variables is attributed to the anharmonic character of
the potential [1]. The effect of high pressure and low temperature are generally found to be
isotropic in the case of high symmetry systems such as cubic, whereas in the low symmetry
systems such as monoclinic, triclinic etc., the effect may be anisotropic [46-49]. Generally,
maximum and minimum compressions are observed normal and along the molecular layers
respectively, which can be correlated with the anisotropy of structural distortion under
varying thermodynamic conditions of temperature/ pressure [1, 50]. Thus, the emphasis of
research in molecular solids is towards understanding the structural and geometrical response
under different thermodynamic conditions. Also, the structural distortions in such systems
under high pressure and low temperature may be same or different. For example, among the
well-studied organic and metal-organic systems, the polymorphs of paracetamol [5, 51],
sodium oxalate [52] etc. show similar (as shown in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2) and Cobalt
(III) nitropentaamminnes [53-55], ice [56] etc. show different (as shown in Figure 1.3 and
Figure 1.4) response under high pressure and low temperature conditions [15, 50, 57].
Paracetamol exists in two polymorphs as paracetamol I (monoclinic) and paracetamol II
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(orthorhombic) as shown in Figure 1.1. The relative change in volume upon cooling and
increasing pressure was found to be similar in both the polymorphs of paracetamol as shown
in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Fragments of the crystal structure of the monoclinic (Upper Left) and orthorhombic (Upper
Right) polymorphs of paracetamol. Relative volume changes in the monoclinic (red) and orthorhombic
(blue) polymorphs of paracetamol upon cooling (Lower Left) and with increasing pressure (Lower Right)
[5, 6]. (reproduced with permission)

Similarly, the linear strain in low pressure polymorph of sodium oxalate have been found to
be similar upon cooling and

compression as shown in Figure 1.2. Cobalt (III)

nitropentaamminnes depicts an example, where pressure and temperature behavior of lattice
parameters are different, as shown in Figure 1.3. Thus, varied high pressure and low
temperature effects are indeed a subject of extensive research for many compounds, even for
the most common molecular system, i.e., water ice, which posseses a range of different
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Figure 1.2: Linear strain in the low pressure polymorph of sodium oxalate upon cooling (filled symbols)
and with increasing pressure (open symbols). The plots are scaled in such a way that volume changes on
cooling and under pressure are the same [52]. (reproduced with permission)

Figure 1.3: Comparision of changes in the cell parameter in [Co(NH3 )5 NO2 ]Cl2 with increasing pressure
(filled symbol) and upon cooling (open symbol). The plot is scaled in such a way that the volume changes
under pressure and on cooling are equal [57]. (reproduced with permission)
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phases in the phase diagram (Figure 1.4). While, systematic cooling transforms it to ice Ih
hexagonal phase, depositing vapours at very low temperatures results in cubic ice Ic phase,
whereas high pressure- room temperature phase is cubic ice VII. All the phases are
characterized by peculiar hydrogen bonding arrangements. Thus, the structural distortions,
under varying thermodynamic conditions, can lead to phase transitions in molecular solids,
which may result from drastic or sluggish modifications. In other words, the microscopic
structure and properties of organic and metal-organic complexes can be tuned by varying the
thermodynamic conditions which will have direct implications on their applications.

Figure 1.4: Phase diagram of the ice-water system on the logarithmic scale of pressure [56].

Further, in the hydrogen bonded organic molecular solids, the anisotropy of structural
distortion can also be correlated with the directions of hydrogen bonds [15]. Hydrogen bonds,
in general, are classified into three categories as strong, medium, and weak, depending on the
geometry of the hydrogen bonding network, angle (A-H---B, where A is the donor, B is the
acceptor and H is the hydrogen atom) and enthalpy associated with it. The geometry of
hydrogen bond can be varied by changing the thermodynamic parameters or by changing the
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chemical environment. However, the energy required to manipulate a hydrogen bond is very
small as compared to covalent bonds [58]. The compressibility of hydrogen bonds depends
on several factors such as strength of bonds, packing of molecules and other interactions in
the crystal structure. These studies help us to understand various properties of hydrogen
bonds and estimate its various interaction potentials. Under compression, in addition to
change in inter-atomic separations, a change in the rotation of the molecular units can also
occur, thereby having a complex effect on the hydrogen bonding network, which may also
result in reversible or irreversible phase transitions. The effect of change in hydrogen bonding
arrangement can be studied by probing various bond lengths, dihedral and torsional angles
and also by studying the spectroscopic signatures of the material under respective
thermodynamic conditions. Infact, various correlation plots and equations have been reported
that correlate the pressure/ temperature induced change of the hydrogen bonds with the shift
in the corresponding covalent bond vibrational stretching frequency [59-64]. Many amino
acids have been studied at elevated pressures which result in subtle changes or drastic phase
transitions [65-67]. For example, the simplest amino acid, glycine, crystallizes in three
polymorphs α, β and γ depending on the ability to crystallize in different crystal lattices. The
transformations among the polymorphs of glycine upon cooling and compression have been
summarised in Figure 1.5. Under pressure, in crystalline α-glycine with space group P21 /n, no
phase transition has been observed upto 23 GPa with maximum compression is along the
longest N-H---O hydrogen bond and expansion in the direction of shortest N-H---O hydrogen
bond [13, 68]. β-glycine with space group P21 /a, undergoes phase transition to a new phase
called β’(δ)-phase at only 0.76 GPa [69], whereas γ-glycine with space group P31 undergoes
a phase transition to new ξ-phase with space group Pn above 0.62 GPa [69] and the minimum
compression is along the shortest hydrogen bond [13]. At low temperatures, β-glycine
undergoes second order phase transition upon cooling to 252 K to β” phase, with maximum
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contraction along the b-direction and slight expansion along the direction close to the c-axis
[70], whereas in the other polymorph, i.e., α-glycine, no phase transition was observed upon
cooling with the maximum contraction along the b-direction [70]. However, the anisotropy of
structural distortion upon cooling α-glycine has considerable effect on its hydrogen bonding
network which is still not understood. Comparative studies on glycine isotopes would be
useful to understand such effects.

Figure 1.5: Structures of polymorphs of glycine (α, β, γ) upon cooling and on increasing pressures [2, 13,
68, 69, 71-73]. (reproduced with permission)

Another amino acid, L-serine I undergoes phase transitions to L-serine II and III forms in the
same space group (P21 21 21 ) and the phase transitions are found to be due to conformational
changes of the side chain which eventually changes the hydrogen bonding network [74-76].
Similar phase transition was observed for L-cysteine I to L-cysteine II and IV upon
compression [77]. However, for the racemates of these amino acids, no phase transition was
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observed for DL-serine under compression even upto 8.6 GPa [74], whereas for DL-cysteine
I, phase transition was observed at very low pressures of 0.1 GPa to DL-cysteine II [78]. The
difference in the behavior of different amino acid polymorphs under compression is due to
varying response of constituent molecular orientations before and after phase transitions.
Among the variable temperature studies, temperature induced phase transitions have been
observed for L-cysteine and DL-cysteine, keeping the symmetry of space group intact [7880]. The phase transition in L-cysteine has been depicted by subtle changes in the lattice
parameters around 240 K [81]. Upon further lowering the temperature to 70 K, it showed
ordering of the thiol groups and the changes in the confirmations of the side chains [82, 83].
However, in DL-Cysteine, a phase transition has been observed around 206 K which is
accompanied by the change in the torsional angles and re-arrangement of the hydrogen
bonding network [80]. Similarly, in L-serine and DL-serine, the phase transitions were
observed due to re-orientational changes in the side chain accompanied by the change in the
hydrogen bonding network upon cooling [84, 85]. In yet another amino acid, L-Leucine, the
temperature induced phase transitions are highly debated [86, 87] and contradictory reports
exist on phase transition.

1.4. Motivation and Choice of Systems
In the present thesis, some representative amino acid and metal-organic systems have been
studied, which are described below.
1.4.1. Amino Acids
Amino acids are the basic building blocks of proteins and are responsible for the existence of
life on earth [88-91]. Alterations in vibrational and structural properties of amino acids by
changing thermodynamic conditions is a fascinating field due to its several advantages in
piezoelectricity [92-94], non-linear optics [95, 96], pharmaceuticals [97, 98] etc. The amino
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acids are broadly classified into two types as “essential” and “non-essential”. Non-essential
amino acids are created in the body few examples are glycine, cystiene, serine etc., whereas,
essential amino acids are not created by the body for example Leucine etc. They play an
important role in protein flexibility and bio-macromolecules. The detection of amino acids in
interstellar regions has also generated much interest to understand their properties under
varying conditions so as to obtain crucial information on the origin of life [99-106]. The
crystal structures of amino acids are formed by connecting zwitterions of its molecules in the
head to tail form via hydrogen bonds forming chains, helical or 3-dimensional structures
[107]. The conformational changes of molecular fragments in amino acids can be correlated
with the structural phase transitions [76, 78]. All the amino acids exist as a neutral molecule
in the gaseous state and in the zwitterionic form in the solid and liquid state. In the present
thesis, the isotopes of the simplest amino acid glycine in the solid phase at various low
temperatures down to 4.2 K have been investigated. Another complex amino acid L-Leucine
has also been studied under low temperature in order to understand the role of alterations of
different molecular moieties in stabilizing such systems and also to probe the possible phase
transitions.
a) α- glycine and deuterated α- glycine
Glycine is the simplest and the only achiral amino acid. It is a major component in
macromolecular complexes of living organisms and has important applications in biomaterials. The search and study of glycine and H2 O/ CO 2 ices [99, 100, 108-110], is therefore
a prime research area to probe molecular assemblies and trace life in extra-terrestrial regions
where thermodynamic conditions are drastically varied [99-106]. It can serve as an archetype
system where weak interactions play a decisive role for the structure stabilization. The crystal
structure of glycine was first suggested in 1931 in the pioneering works of J. D. Bernal as
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monoclinic with lattice parameters a = 5.04 Å, b = 12.1 Å, c = 5.41 Å and β =111º38’
containing four molecules in a unit cell with P21 /n space group [111]. In α-glycine,
zwitterions are linked via hydrogen bonds N-H…O in double anti-parallel layers with Van
der Waal interactions [107]. In the following decades, several studies have been carried out
on glycine polymorphs using theory [112-116], infrared [115, 117-122], Raman [123-126],
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [113, 127, 128] spectroscopy, and powder/single crystal
x-ray/neutron diffraction [13, 69, 107, 129, 130] with improvements in the computational and
experiemental techniques in order to provide finer details on the microscopic properties of its
various ionic forms. Though, it has been studied by various methods for nearly a century
now, systematic variable temperature/ pressure studies have been carried out in the last two
decades only. Further, glycine complexes have been used for ferroelectric and non-linear
applications [43, 131, 132]. The substitution of deuterium in place of hydrogen has vastly
improved the properties of glycine complexes in the field of pyroelectric detectors [133-135],
pharmaceutical industry

[136-139]

and

drug

metabolic

processes.

Due to

various

consequences of deuteration, several studies have been carried out to understand the isotopic
effect under varying thermodynamic conditions which help to understand its physicochemical behavior for its various applications. Thus, in order to have explicit understanding
of the properties of glycine and its deuterated analogue and the behavior of hydrogen bonding
network, low temperature spectroscopic studies on α-glycine and deuterated α-glycine in a
wide temperature and spectral range have been carried out.
b) L- Leucine
L-Leucine (C 6 H13 NO 2 ) is an “essential” aliphatic amino acid with wide applications in
organic non-linear optical (NLO) materials due to its ultra-fast response time and high optical
damage threshold to laser radiation owing to large electronic delocalization in π–π* orbitals
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[95, 140]. At ambient conditions, it crystallizes in monoclinic structure with P21 space group
having lattice parameters a = 9.61(8) Å, b = 5.31(8) Å, c = 14.72(8) Å and β = 86.2° with
four molecules per unit cell having two different molecules in the asymmetric unit, as
determined by Harding et al. [141], and re-determined with improved precision by Coll et al.
[142] using powder diffraction experiments. This compound has been studied at ambient
conditions by many techniques such as IR/Raman spectroscopy [118, 122, 143-149], x-ray
diffraction [141, 150], neutron diffraction [87], NMR [151, 152], proton magnetic resonance
[153], and matrix isolation infrared spectroscopy [154]. It exists in zwitterionic form in the
solid state. Low temperature studies have also been carried out by different techniques in
order to understand the behavior of temperature induced phase transitions. However, the
previously reported temperature induced phase transitions in Leucine have not been verified
in the later studies. Low temperature spectroscopic studies have been carried out in order to
understand the microscopic details of possible temperature induced transitions by observing
the signatures of conformational flexibility of the molecular moieties and analysing the
anharmonicity associated with the vibrational modes.
1.4.2. Metal-Organic complex trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2
Among

the

metal-organic

complexes,

trans-dichloro

bis(triethylphosphine)

platinum(II)

(formula: trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 ) has been investigated at low temperatures as well as under high
pressure to understand and compare the origin of phase transitions. Platinum(II)-organic
complexes have applications in the field of catalysis, organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs),
material

synthesis,

pharmaceutical

industry,

crystal

engineering

and

supra-molecular

assemblies [155-163]. These applications have direct correlation with their properties such as
molecular geometry, metal-ligand bonding and stereochemistry. trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 is a metalorganic complex with the centre of inversion symmetry at the platinum atom. It exhibits a
square planar structure with bulkier groups (PEt3 ) placed diagonally opposite to the central Pt
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atom. The studies focussed on the metal – ligand bond, π-back bonding, molecular
reorientations and conditions for structural transitions have drawn interest for exploiting their
technological applications. Thus, detailed investigations have been carried out under variable
pressure/ temperature conditions in this representative Pt(II) based metal organic complex to
study the orientational modifications of molecular moieties and weak interactions like
hydrogen bonds using infrared and Raman spectroscopy well corroborated with x-ray
diffraction studies.

1.5. Layout of thesis
The organization of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the details of the methods, experimental tools and techniques. This
chapter also includes the upgradation of the IR beamline facility at INDUS-1, RRCAT,
Indore, India. The tools used for compression of the materials under consideration include
high pressure and low temperature. The experimental techniques include Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, Raman Scattering, and x-ray diffraction. Chapter 3 reports the
observation of a perceptible isotopic effect on the 3-D framework of simplest amino acid, i.e.,
α-glycine at low temperatures down to 4.2 K which have been examined using FTIR
spectroscopy and Raman Scattering [164]. Chapter 4 presents the effect of lowering the
temperature on the complex amino acid, i.e., L-Leucine which has been studied using FTIR
spectroscopy [165]. Here, the understanding of the role of molecular orientations to trigger
the phase transitions has been investigated in L-Leucine. Chapter 5 presents the systematic
temperature

dependent

study

on

metal-organic

complex,

i.e.,

trans-dichloro

bis(triethylphosphine) platinum(II) (formula: trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 ) which has been examined
using infrared and Raman spectroscopic studies. Chapter 6 includes the detailed high
pressure study on trans-dichloro bis(triethylphosphine) platinum(II) using infrared/ Raman
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spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction and density functional theory (DFT) techniques [166]. Finally,
Chapter 7 presents the summary of the thesis.
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Chapter 2: Experimental Methodologies
2.1. Low temperature
Low temperature is an important thermodynamic parameter, which generally causes decrease
in the overall volume of the unit cell by reducing the thermal agitations. Cooling of the
sample can be carried out by two methods, i.e., by cooling down the sample to a few Kelvin
of temperature using mechanical refrigerators or by liquefying the gases and use them as a
coolant. The most commonly used cryogenic fluids are Liquid Nitrogen (LN 2 ) and Liquid
Helium (LHe) which can reach temperature of 77 K and 4.2 K respectively. Other rarely used
cryogenic liquids are Liquid Hydrogen (LH), Liquid Neon (LNe), Liquid Oxygen and
Helium-3 (3 He). The Liquid Hydrogen can reach temperature of 20.2 K. However, there is a
disadvantage of using it as cryogen as it becomes explosive when mixed with air. Therefore,
special arrangements and precautions are required for its venting system. As Liquid Helium
has lower boiling point than that of Hydrogen, it can be used in the low temperature range.
Helium-3 and Liquid Neon are very expensive, therefore, they are rarely used as cryogens.
Liquid Oxygen is also rarely used as it is an oxidising agent which can cause combustion.
Different gases which are used as cryogens with different boiling temperatures when
liquefied are summarized in Table 2.1. The temperature of any boiling liquid can be changed
by varying the applied pressure. It can be lowered by decreasing the pressure and after a
particular

pressure/temperature

conditions,

freezing

point

is

obtained

where

the

corresponding gas solidify [167].
2.1.1. Measurement techniques
Cryostat (cryo means ‘cold’ and stat means ‘stable’) is an apparatus which is used to cool the
sample mounted within it. There are different kinds of cryostats being used so far to cool the
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Table 2.1: Boiling temperatures of commonly used cryogenic liquids at ambient pressure (1 Atm)
alongwith references.

Cryogenic Liquids

Boiling Temperature at
Ambient Pressure (1 Atm)

3 He

3.195 [168]

4 He

4.230 [169]

Hydrogen

20.268 [170]

Nitrogen

77.355 [170, 171]

Neon

27.100 [172]

Oxygen

90.196 [170, 173]

Argon

87.302 [170, 174]

sample. First is the Bath Cryostat, where the sample is directly immersed in the cryogenic
liquid bath and the temperature of the dewar is changed by the pump/pressure technique. By
decreasing the pressure of the dewar, low temperature is obtained at which the liquid boils.
The drawback of this type of cryostat is that there is stratification of temperature in the dewar
with the warmer liquid at the top and colder one at the bottom and we have temperature
control only at the surface. This drawback can be overcome by using resistive heaters at
different vertical positions of the dewar. Another drawback of Bath Cryostat is the use of
glass dewars which could be fragile, therefore, one has to replace it with metal dewars.
Second type of cryostat is the Continuous Flow Cryostat as shown in Figure 2.1. Here, the
sample is cooled by attaching it to the cold finger of the cryostat which is placed in a vacuum
chamber and this technique uses metal dewars. The cryogenic liquid is sucked by the pump
and transferred to the cryostat through transfer line which gets evaporated by the heat
exchanger, and these vapours are used to cool the sample. This type of cryostat is useful in
carrying out precise variable temperature studies.
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Flow controller
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the continuous flow cryostat set up. Sample is mounted in vacuum on a heat
exchanger in the cryostat, Optical access is through windows. Vapours cool the sample, then travel back
from the concentric ring of the transfer line to the flow controller to the gas flow pump, from the gas flow
pump to the flow meter, to the Recovery line.

The main components for the designing of the cryostats are the cryostat outer body, sample
holder, cryogen transfer tube, cryogen dewar, temperature controller, pressure gauge, and
flow meter. Also proper materials should be used with appropriate contraction conditions to
prevent leaks in the systems. Thus, the outer body of the cryostat should be made up of
materials of low thermal conductivity, so that as temperature approaches 0 K, no heat is
conducted to the cryostat. The most commonly used materials are Stainless Steel, Aluminium
(Al) and Brass. These materials do not become brittle at low temperatures. The sample holder
should have good thermal conductivity even at lower temperatures so that it can transfer the
temperature to the sample mounted on it. The most commonly used material for making the
sample holder is Copper (Cu) as it has high thermal conductivity. Heat transfer in a cryostat
can take place by three processes which are conduction through solids, conduction through
gases and thermal radiations. They are described as follows:
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a. Heat Conduction through Solids:
Heat conduction through solids can be defined in terms of thermal conductivity. The
relationship between heat flux and the temperature gradient is given by the Fourier’s law
[175] as:

𝑞 = − 𝑘(𝑇) ∗ 𝛻𝑇

(2.1)

where, q is the heat flux density, k is the thermal conductivity which is temperature
dependent and 𝛻T is the temperature gradient. In 1-Dimension, equation (2.1) can be written
as:

𝑞 = − 𝑘( 𝑇 )

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑥

(2.2)

The cryostat part has uniform cross-sectional area, and then we can integrate equation (2.2)
as:
𝐿

𝑞∫
0

𝑇 ℎ𝑜𝑡
𝑑𝑥
= ∫
𝑘(𝑇 )𝑑𝑇
𝐴
𝑇 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑

(2.3)

where, A is the cross-sectional area and ‘T cold’ and ‘T hot’ are the temperatures at
the ends of the element. When the area is constant, equation (2.3) becomes:

𝑞
1 𝑇 ℎ𝑜𝑡
= ∫
𝑘(𝑇 )𝑑𝑇
𝐴
𝐿 𝑇 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑

(2.4)

𝑇 ℎ𝑜𝑡

where, ∫𝑇 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑘(𝑇 )𝑑𝑇 term is defined as thermal conductivity integral, which is an
important property of the solid materials for designing at low temperatures as the response of
the solids at low temperature is different from the room temperature and L is the length of the
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element. The variation of thermal conductivity with temperature for different materials is
shown in Figure 2.2. In case of pure metals, the thermal conductivity varies over the entire
temperature range as shown in Figure 2.2. So, in order to determine the exact value of low
temperature thermal conductivity (k) of metals, we can measure low temperature electrical
resistivity (𝜌) from the Wiedemann-Franz law which is given as:

𝑘𝜌 ∝ T

and

𝑘𝜌 = LT

(2.5)

Where, L is the Lorenz number = 2.44 X 10-8 WΩK-2 . The equation (2.5) also explains the
peak in the case of high purity metals, as the electrical conductivity decrease electron heat
conduction at high temperatures.

Figure 2.2: Variation of thermal conductivity at low temperatures for commonly used materials [167].
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b. Heat Conduction through gases:
The heat transfer can take place by the residual gases which depend on the pressure of the
gas. In the high pressure regime, the mean free path is limited by the collision of the gas
molecules with each other and is inversely proportional to the pressure of the gas. The
thermal conduction is, therefore, independent of pressure in this regime. The mean free path
(l) is then given as [167]:

𝑙 = 2.87 𝑋 10

−3

𝑇 𝑗+1
𝑃

(2.6)

where, l is the mean free path measured in cm, T is the temperature in Kelvin and P is the
pressure in Pascal. The exponent j+1 varies for different cryogens; for helium (the most
commonly used exchange gas), it is 1.147. At very low pressure, the gas moves from hotter
region to colder region without colliding with other molecules. Therefore, thermal conduction
is proportional to the number of molecules present in the system and it varies linearly with
the pressure of the gas. In the normal pressure regime, the heat conduction (Q) between two
plates is given as:

𝑄 = 𝑘̅ 𝐴

∆𝑇
𝐷

(2.7)

where, 𝑘̅ is the mean value of the temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the gas
between two boundary temperatures, A is the surface area, D is the separation and ∆𝑇 is the
temperature difference. At low pressure, the heat conduction (Q) between two concentric
cylindrical rings is given as:

𝑄 = 𝑟 𝑎𝑜 𝑃𝐴 ∆𝑇
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where, 𝑟 is a constant which is different for different gases, P is the pressure of the gas
between two concentric rings, A is the surface area, ∆𝑇 is the temperature difference and 𝑎𝑜
is a dimensionless number given as:

𝑎𝑜 =

𝑎1 𝑎 2
𝐴1

[𝑎2 + (𝐴 ) (1 − 𝑎2 )𝑎1 ]

(2.9)

2

where, 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 the accommodation coefficients of the inner and outer are surfaces respectively
and 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 are the areas of inner and outer surfaces respectively.
c. Radiative Heat transfer:
The Radiative heat transfer (E) from a surface is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann equation as:

𝐸 = 𝜎𝜖𝐴𝑇 4

(2.10)

where, σ is the Stephan’s constant (5.67 X 10 -8 Wm-2 K-4 ), 𝜖 is emissivity, A is the crosssectional area, and T is the temperature. Emissivity is a dimensionless number which varies
between 0 and 1 and for a black body 𝜖 is 1. The net heat exchange (ΔE) between the two
surfaces is given as:

∆𝐸 = 𝜎𝜖𝐴(𝑇24 − 𝑇14 )

(2.11)

where, 1 and 2 are the cold and hot surfaces respectively. The emissivity is temperature
and wavelength dependent. The Radiative heat transfer in a cryostat is due to the temperature
difference between various components of the cryostat and the unwanted radiations entering
into it from the surrounding which may cause heating of the sample. This can be reduced by
decreasing the surrounding temperature or by decreasing the surface emissivity. Therefore,
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polishing of the surface with materials having low emissivity is done to reduce this effect and
hence, provide good shielding from the radiation. Some of the commonly used materials
which have good shielding are mentioned in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Emissivity

of different materials

Material

Emissivity

Polished copper

0.02-0.04

Lightly oxidised copper

0.1

Highly oxidised copper

0.6

Aluminium (pure and alloys)

0.01-0.06

Highly oxidised aluminium

0.2

Gold

0.015-0.03

Ice

0.9

2.2. High Pressure generation and measurements
Pressure is defined as force per unit area (Pressure = force/area). Earlier, piston and
cylinder were used to generate high pressure. However, due to the size constraints, limited
pressure values could be achieved by this method. Then diamonds, the hardest known
materials were introduced by Lawson and Tang in 1950 [176]. Later on Diamond Anvil Cells
(DACs) were introduced by Weire et. al. in 1959 [177] to generate high pressures. In DACs,
the pressure is applied by pushing the two diamonds towards each other with the gasket in
between the two diamonds. The sample size used in DAC is very small (of the order of
microns range). Therefore, very high pressures can be achieved with the DACs. The two
diamonds are cut into flat parallel surfaces known as culet. These culets are aligned with
respect to translation and rotation to make them concentric and parallel to each other using
rocker and base plates. The rocker acts as a piston and the base plate acts as a cylinder. The
two diamonds are glued on the rocker and base plate for alignment. The translational
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alignment is done by matching both the diamond culets laterally by translation along the X-Y
direction. The rotational alignment is done by adjusting the tilt between the two culet faces
and observing the interference fringes between the two non-parallel culet faces. When the
two diamonds become parallel to each other, the interference fringes disappear. The
schematic of the Diamond Anvil Cell along with the gasket is shown in Figure 2.3.

Diamond

Ruby

Pressure Transmitting
medium
Gasket

Sample
Culet

Diamond Anvil Cell

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the Diamond Anvil Cell (DAC).

The choice of the gasket material used and the hole dimensions in the gasket are one of the
important deciding parameters for the highest pressure a DAC can attain. Different materials
which are used as gasket are stainless steel, tungsten, rhenium, and boron epoxy. The initial
thickness of the gasket is chosen nearly ~ 200-300 μm. Then the gasket is pre-indented by
placing it between the two diamonds in the DAC. The thickness of the pre-indented portion is
approximately ~ 100 μm. Then a hole is drilled either by mechanical drilling or by using
spark erosion method. This hole in the gasket is known as sample chamber where a sample
along with pressure marker (to estimate the pressure value) is loaded.
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For high pressure experiments, uniform pressure in the sample chamber is very
crucial. This is done by loading pressure transmitting medium (PTM) (for uniform or
hydrostatic pressure conditions) along with the sample, which do not react or dissolve with
the

sample.

Most

methanol:ethanol

commonly

mixture

and

used

PTM

16:3:1

for high pressure experiments are 4:1

methanol:ethanol:water

mixture.

These

pressure

transmitting media are hydrostatic upto a certain pressure value known as glass transition
temperature. Beyond this, they become quasi-hydrostatic. Even gases can also be used as
PTM which remain hydrostatic upto very high pressures (~ Mbar range). Special gas loading
systems are required for loading gas in the sample chamber of the DAC. Commonly used
gases are hydrogen, argon, neon and liquid helium. Table 2.3 summarizes different pressure
transmitting media used with their hydrostatic and quasi-hydrostatic pressure values at
ambient temperature.
Table 2.3: Commonly used pressure transmitting media with their hydrostatic and quasi-hydrostatic
pressure values alongwith references.

Medium

Freezing
pressure at
RT (GPa)

Quasi-hydrostatic
pressure range at
RT (GPa)

References

4:1 Methanol:Ethanol

10.4

~20

[178, 179]

16:3:1
Methanol:Ethanol:Water

14.5

~20

[180]

Silicone oil

7

~15

[181, 182]

Hydrogen

5.7

~60

[183]

Helium

11.8

~80

[178]

Neon

4.7

~16

[178]

Nitrogen

2.4

~30

[184]

For accurate measurement of pressure value, a pressure marker is loaded in the
sample chamber. Commonly used pressure markers are Gold (Au), Silver (Ag), Tungsten
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(W), Platinum (Pt) and Copper (Cu), as their unit cell parameters can be obtained with static
pressure conditions. Another commonly used pressure marker is Ruby (Al2 O3 :Cr3+) which is
based on the laser fluorescence method. When a laser light strikes the ruby crystal, it gets
excited and undergoes a transition to Y and U bands and then they de-excite to the metastable
states (E1/2 and E3/2 ) through non-radiative process. From the metastable state, they further
de-excite to the ground state which gives two strong luminescence lines as R1 and R2
respectively.
E1/2 →4 A2 (R1 line at 6942 Å which is equal to 14402 cm-1 )
E3/2 →4 A2 (R1 line at 6928.2 Å which is equal to 14432 cm-1 )
The shift of these ruby lines with the applied pressure is used to estimate the pressure
value. Even the hydrostaticity of the sample chamber can also be checked by observing the
widths of these ruby lines. For hydrostatic conditions, the (R1-R2) line separation remains
constant. For non-hydrostatic conditions, this distance changes as R1 line shows a prominent
red shift, hence changing the distance between R1 and R2 lines. Also the peaks found to
broaden up in non-hydrostatic conditions. From the pressure induced variation of volume, we
can also calculate Bulk modulus (B) of the material as 𝐵 = −𝑉(𝜕𝑃⁄𝜕𝑉 ), and its first
derivative is given as 𝐵 ′ = (𝜕𝐵 ⁄𝜕𝑃). These zero pressure values (or almost room pressure)
are denoted by 𝐵𝑜 = −𝑉𝑜 (𝜕𝑃⁄𝜕𝑉 )𝑃=0 and its first derivative is given as𝐵𝑜′ = (𝜕𝐵 ⁄𝜕𝑃)𝑃=0 .
The variation of volume with pressure is fitted with Murnaghan equation of state (EOS) [185]
which is given as:
′

𝐵𝑜 𝑉 −𝐵
𝑃 (𝑉 ) = ′ [( )
− 1]
𝐵 𝑉𝑜
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This equation is used if the compression of the volume under pressure is low. For
higher compression of the material, Birch-Murnaghan EOS is used which introduces a finite
strain which is expanded using Taylor's series. The Birch-Murnaghan EOS of third order
[186] is given as:
7

5

2

3𝐵𝑜 𝑉𝑜 3
𝑉 3
3
𝑉 3
𝑃 (𝑉 ) =
[( ) − ( 𝑜 ) ]{1 + (𝐵𝑜′ − 4) [( 𝑜 ) − 1 ]}
2
𝑉
𝑉
4
𝑉

(2.13)

where, P is the pressure, Vo is the reference volume, V is the deformed volume, Bo is the bulk
modulus, and 𝐵𝑜′ is the first derivative of the bulk modulus with respect to pressure.

2.3. Spectroscopic and structural characterization
2.3.1. Infrared Spectroscopy
For a molecule with ‘N’ number of atoms, a total of ‘3N’ degrees of freedom are
possible. Out of these ‘3N’ vibrations, three correspond to translational motion and three
corresponds to rotational motion. The molecule is then left with ‘(3N-6)’ degrees of freedom
which are known as normal modes of vibration of the molecule. For a linear molecule, there
is no rotation about the bond axis, therefore, the molecule will have ‘(3N-5)’ degrees of
freedom. Under the classical treatment, when electromagnetic radiations interact with the
molecule, then the frequency (ν̃, in wavenumber, cm-1 ) of the bond vibration is given by:

ν̃ =

1
𝑘
√ (cm−1 )
2𝜋𝑐 𝜇

(2.14)

where, k is the spring constant and μ is the reduced mass of the A-B bond system and c is the
velocity of light (3 X 1010 cm/sec). As the vibrational energies are quantised, the energy of a
vibrational state is given as:
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1
𝐸 = (v + ) hcν̃
2

(2.15)

where, h = 1.054 X 10-34 Js, c is the velocity of light, and ν̃ is the wavenumber in cm-1 , v is
the vibrational quantum number and under harmonic approximation ∆v = ±1 which is known
as fundamental vibration. For the real systems, harmonic approximation is not applicable
because there are anharmonic contributions to the potential for each vibration. Also, each
vibration is not independent but coupled to other vibrations. Therefore, the selection rule
under anharmonic approximation becomes ∆v = ±1, ±2, ±3.... which also contains overtone
and combination modes of vibrations and the intensities also fall off rapidly.
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is an absorption technique where infrared radiations
interact with the sample. This technique provides information of the molecular vibrations
associated with the molecule (bending and stretching vibrations). For a molecule to be
infrared active, the necessary condition is the change of dipole moment of the molecule. The
intensity (IIR) of the infrared active mode is then given as:

𝐼𝐼𝑅

𝜕𝜇 2
∝( )
𝜕𝑅

(2.16)

where, μ is the dipole moment and R is the normal coordinate.
In this thesis, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy has been used for the
infrared measurements of the sample. The basic principle of FTIR spectroscopy is explained
as follows. The infrared radiation is emitted from a source (Globar) and collimated beam of
this radiation falls on the beamsplitter. It splits the beam into two parts. One is transmitted to
the fixed mirror (M1) and other is reflected to the moving mirror (M2). After getting reflected
back from the respective mirrors (M1 and M2) as shown in Figure 2.4, both the beams
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of Fourier transform infrared Spectroscopy.

recombine at the beamsplitter and interfere with each other. Depending upon the path
difference (δ) between the two mirrors from the beamsplitter, constructive or destructive
interference occurs. When M1 and M2 are at equal distance from the beamsplitter or the path
difference is equal to the integral multiple of the wavelength, constructive interference takes
place. If the path difference is half integral multiple of wavelength, destructive interference
takes place. Before reaching the detector, it passes through the sample which absorbs the
radiation. The interferogram, i.e., intensity versus optical path difference is further Fourier
transformed using algorithms to obtain the spectrum, i.e., intensity versus wavenumber. The
equations used for Fourier transformations of the interferogram to spectrum are as follows:
+∞

𝐼 (𝛿) = ∫ 𝐵 (ν̃)𝑒 2𝜋𝑖ν̃𝛿 𝑑ν̃
−∞

And its Fourier transform as:
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+∞

𝐵 (ν̃) = ∫ 𝐼 (𝛿)𝑒 −2𝜋𝑖 ν̃𝛿 𝑑𝛿

(2.18)

−∞

where, 𝐼 (𝛿) is the interferogram and 𝐵 (ν̃) is the spectrum.
The main advantages of Fourier transform based infrared spectroscopy compared to grating
based infrared spectroscopy are superior signal to noise ratio, lower acquisition time etc.,
which result from the following advantages:
1. Throughput (also known as Jacquinot Advantage) – all the IR radiation passes through the
sample and falls on the detector.
2. Multiplex (also known as Fellgett Advantage) – all the wavenumbers of the radiation are
detected at once.
3. Conne’s Advantage – wavelength scale is internally calibrated by a He-Ne laser which
provides accurate wavenumber information.
The infrared measurements presented in this thesis have been carried out using Bruker Vertex
80V Fourier transform based infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. The optical layout of the FTIR is
shown in Figure 2.5. The infrared spectrum is divided into three regions, Far-IR (FIR), MidIR (MIR), and Near-IR (NIR). The FIR region spans the spectral range 10-400 cm-1 and is
also known as lattice region which contains molecular information, lattice modes and
hydrogen bond stretching vibrations. The second region is MIR region spanning spectral
range 400-4000 cm-1 . The region 400-2000 cm-1 is the fingerprint region which contains
information of various deformation modes of the molecule such as wagging, scissoring,
twisting, torsional, bending and rocking vibrations. The region 2000-4000 cm-1 is a complex
region as it consists of various stretching vibrations along with some overtone and
combination bands. The third region, 4000-14000 cm-1 , is NIR. This region consists of
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overtone as well as combination modes. The various components of FTIR used are briefly
described below:
1. Source: It is a filament which produces radiation in the infrared region. Different sources
are used in the three IR regions, defined above. Commonly used sources are mercury
(Hg) lamp and globar in the FIR and MIR regions respectively. In the NIR region,
tungsten lamp is used. Synchrotron radiation is another source which spans the wide
spectral region from microwaves to hard x-rays. It is used for infrared measurements
when high Brilliance is required.
2. Beamsplitter: Function of the beamsplitter is to split the beam into two parts, where one
part of the beam is transmitted to the fixed mirror and other part is reflected to the
moving mirror. Again, different regions have different beamsplitters. Commonly used
beamsplitter in the FIR region is Mylar beamsplitter and in the MIR region is KBr
beamsplitter. For the NIR region, CaF2 beamsplitter is used.

Figure 2.5: Optical Layout of Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (BRUKER VERTEX 80V).
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3. Detectors: For the FIR region we have two detectors. One is known as Deuterated TriGlycine Sulfate detector (DTGS), which is a room temperature detector and easy to
handle with sensitivity (D* in cm.Hz1/2 /W) of the order of ~ 2.7 X 108 . Second detector
is the bolometer detector which is liquid helium based and has more sensitivity (of the
order of ~ 1012 ) to low energy FIR radiation compared to the room temperature DTGS
detector. In the MIR region, we have Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector which
is liquid nitrogen cooled with sensitivity of the order of ~ 6.4 X 1010 . In the NIR region,
InSb and Si diode detectors are used.
High Pressure infrared Spectroscopy:
Normal diamonds cannot be used for high pressure infrared measurements as these diamonds
have large absorption in the MIR range. Therefore, special diamonds known as Type IIa
(with no nitrogen impurities) were used for the high pressure infrared studies as they have
clearer spectrum in the MIR region as shown in Figure 2.6 (Left). Infrared microscope uses
special Cassegrain type of reflecting optics to minimize optical aberrations. The microscope
is coupled to the FTIR instrument. The beam from FTIR instrument is focussed onto the
sample through the microscope and then the transmitted beam from the sample is collected by
the condenser and finally sent to the detector. The schematic diagram of infrared
Microspectroscopy is shown in Figure 2.6 (Right). The spatial resolution (R) of the
microscope depends upon two factors. First the incident radiation wavelength and second is
the numerical aperture of the objective and condenser used and is given as:

𝑅=

1.22 𝜆
(𝑁𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑗. + 𝑁𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑. )
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where, NAobj.andNAcond. are the numerical apertures of objective and condenser respectively.
For carrying out high pressure studies in this thesis, 15X objective has been used with 0.4
numerical aperture and working distance of 24 mm between sample and objective.

Adjustable
aperture
Sample visualisation

Synchrotron
Beam

Schwarzschild
Objectives
X-Y microstages
Adjustable aperture

Interferometer

White light
IR Detector

Figure 2.6: (Left) MIR spectra of normal diamond (red spectrum) and Type IIa diamond (blue spectrum)
recorded using Bruker IFS125 instrument. [187] (Right) Schematic diagram of infrared
microspectroscopy for high pressure measurements.

Low Temperature infrared Spectroscopy:
A continuous flow helium cryostat, Oxford Optistat CF-V was used for in-situ low
temperature investigations. Figure 2.7 shows the low temperature experimental set-up
installed and coupled to FTIR at BL-06, IR beamline, INDUS-1 synchrotron radiation source
at RRCAT, Indore, India. The sample is mounted on the cold finger of the cryostat. The
liquid cryogen is transferred from the cryogen dewar to the cryostat through the transfer line
using oil free diaphragm pump. Temperature is controlled using a PID controller and helium
flow is monitored using a gas flow meter calibrated for helium gas. The cryostat was
mounted in the sample compartment of Bruker Vertex 80V Fourier transform infrared
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spectrometer. The windows provide the optical access for the sample transmission
measurement. He/N2 vapours travel back from the concentric ring of the transfer line to the
Recovery line via flow controller and gas flow pump. The temperature in this cryostat can be
varied from 4.2 K to 500 K.

Transfer line

Flow Controller

Cryostat
FTIR

Temp. Controller
Liq. He Dewar

Figure 2.7: Experimental station of the low temperature set-up coupled to Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer at BL-06, IR beamline, INDUS-1, RRCAT, Indore, India.

2.3.2. Raman Spectroscopy
When a monochromatic light of frequency ‘ν’ is incident on the sample, it is elastically
scattered by the sample. This is known as Rayleigh scattering. A very small fraction of
photons (1 out of 106 ) is scattered inelastically which is referred to as Raman scattering.
Therefore, it is a very weak signal. The inelastically scattered photon can have frequency
higher or lower than the incident photon frequency. When the frequency is shifted lower than
the incident frequency, it is known as Stokes shift (downward shift) and when the resulted
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frequency is shifted to the high frequency side than the incident frequency, it is known as
anti-stoke shift (upward shift). This shift is shown in Figure 2.8.

Energy
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energy
states
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Vibrational
energy states

v=2
v=1
v=0
Stokes Raman
inelastic
Scattering

Rayleigh
elastic
Scattering

Anti-Stokes
Raman inelastic
Scattering

Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of Raman scattering (Left – Stoke Raman inelastic scattering, Middle –
Rayleigh elastic scattering, and Right – Anti-Stokes Raman inelastic scattering).

According to the classical theory of Raman Effect, it occurs when there is a change in
the polarizability of the molecule. When the molecule is placed in the path of the static
electric field, the positive charges move toward the negative pole and the negative charges
move towards the positive pole of the applied electric field. This separation of positive and
negative charges causes induced dipole moment and hence, the molecule becomes polarised.
The induced dipole moment (μ) is given by:

𝜇 = 𝛼𝐸
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where, α is the polarizability and E is the applied electric field. The intensity (IRaman ) of the
Raman scattered light is proportional to the square of change in the polarizability and to the
fourth power of the frequency of the laser light used, which is given as:

𝐼𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛

𝜕𝛼 2 4
∝( ) ν
𝜕𝑅

(2.21)

where, α is the polarizability, R is the normal coordinate and ν is the frequency.
High pressure Raman spectroscopy:
For recording Raman spectra at high pressure, triple stage Raman spectrometer (HORIBA
Jobin Yvon’s T64000) has been used in this thesis. The Raman signal is excited using 532
nm diode pump solid state laser which passes through the confocal microscope and focuses
on the sample loaded in the diamond anvil cell. The optical layout of the Triple stage Raman
spectrometer is shown in Figure 2.9. The inelastic scattered radiations from the sample pass
to

the double pre-monochromator stage which acts as a tunable filter. The first

monochromator disperses the radiation. The second monochromator which is kept opposite to
that of the first one, i.e., the incidence angle for the second monochromator is identical to the
scattered angle of the first monochromator. Therefore, the second monochromator converge
the radiation and then the converged radiation passes through the third monochromator and is
dispersed again. This mode of collecting the radiation is known as subtractive mode
configuration and is shown in Figure 2.10. The advantage of this configuration is that it can
measure very low frequencies close to the laser wavelength (< 5 cm-1 ) regardless of which
wavelength of the laser used. The dispersed radiation from the third monochromator is
collected by the liquid nitrogen cooled charge coupled device (CCD) detector.
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Figure 2.9: Optical layout of the Triple stage Raman spectrometer.
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Figure 2.10: Subtractive mode configuration used in the triple stage Raman spectrometer.
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Low temperature Raman spectroscopy:
The Triple stage Raman spectrometer (HORIBA Jobin Yvon’s T64000) fitted with Linkam
stage THMS600 was used for the low temperature Raman measurements. The schematic of
the low temperature sample stage set-up used is shown in Figure 2.11. The Linkam stage is
mounted at the focus point of the confocal microscope of the Raman system. The stage is
connected to the temperature controller which controls the flow rate of the cryogenic liquid
(liquid nitrogen) and measures the temperature at the sample. The sample stage and the top
window of the Linkam stage are purged with the nitrogen gas so as to avoid condensation at
the sample. The nitrogen gas is recycled through the pump and warmed for purging purpose.

Figure 2.11: Schematic of low temperature sample stage set-up used with the triple stage Raman
spectrometer.

2.3.3. X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction is a non-destructive technique where the x-ray radiation interacts with the
electron cloud of the atoms. When x-rays hit the crystal, each atom acts as a diffraction
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centre. As the x-rays have shorter wavelengths, they are scattered by adjacent atoms and the
scattered x-rays interfere constructively or destructively with each other. When the path
difference between the scatted rays is an integral multiple of wavelength (λ), then diffraction
takes place. The diffraction condition is given by Bragg’s law as:

2𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆

(2.22)

where, d is the interplanar distance between the two consecutive planes, θ is the angle of
incidence made with respect to plane and λ is the wavelength of the x-rays used and n is the
order of diffraction. X-ray diffraction from crystalline solids was discovered by Max von
Laue in 1912. A crystal is made up of lattice plus basis, i.e., there is a periodic arrangement
of atoms in the planes and the distance between consecutive planes is defined by parameter d.
The Bragg’s condition given by equation (2.22) can be easily applied to the systems with
high symmetry such as cubic, tetragonal etc. However, this equation becomes complex when
applied to low symmetry systems and does not provide exact information of the intensity
from the electrons in a unit cell. Therefore, we consider reciprocal space which provides
complete information on the orientation of the planes with respect to the axes as well as
interplanar spacing. The diffraction condition in the reciprocal space is given as:

1

𝐾. 𝐺̂ = 2 G

(2.23)

Where, G is the vector in the reciprocal space, 𝐺̂ is the unit vector, and K is the radius of the
sphere which intersects with the point in the reciprocal lattice for diffraction condition to be
satisfied. This sphere is known as Ewald sphere. The diffraction equation (2.22) can be used
under two different variant forms. First is the Angle Dispersive X-Ray Diffraction (ADXRD).
Here, the wavelength (λ) is fixed using a monochromator, d is unknown and angle (θ) is
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scanned. So, for a particular angle, as λ is known, d can be calculated. Second variant is the
Energy Dispersive X-Ray Diffraction (EDXRD). Here, we have variable λ, d is unknown and
angle (θ) is fixed. The structural characterization of the samples in this thesis has been carried
out using the ADXRD mode.
High pressure x- ray diffractio n:
Laboratory x-ray sources have two major limitations. Firstly, they have x-ray radiation
dominated by the characteristics of the anode being used. Secondly, the flux is limited which
further reduces when needed to focus on the small same size in DAC (in microns range). The
synchrotron radiation source overcomes these limitations and provides additional advantages
such as naturally collimated beam.
When the charged particles are relativistically accelerated in a radial direction
(acceleration is perpendicular to velocity), the electromagnetic radiation emitted in the
tangential direction is known as Synchrotron Radiation. The properties of synchrotron
radiation which are useful in the high pressure experiments are as follows:
1. Broad spectrum – any wavelength can be used for the experiments by the user.
2. High flux – atoms with weak scattering such as organic materials can also be
measured.
3. Highly collimated beam – it can be easily focused on the small sample size for
example the sample chamber of DAC which is in microns range.
The high pressure x-ray diffraction measurements in this thesis were carried out at the Indus2 Synchrotron radiation source at BL-11, ECXRD beamline, RRCAT, Indore, India.
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2.4. Upgradation of infrared beamline
In addition to the research works, I was also involved in the development works
related to the upgradation of the infrared beamline at the Indus-1 synchrotron radiation source
in India. The infrared radiation from the synchrotron source can be used to carry out
spectroscopic studies. The advantage of using synchrotron source over laboratory source is
high brilliance and naturally collimated beam. The schematic of the IR Beamline, BL-06, at
INDUS-1 is shown in Figure 2.12.
The infrared radiation is reflected to mirror M1 (Gold coated) after which the beam
collimation is carried out in the vertical direction. After mirror M1, a pair of ZnSe windows
are used to separate the storage ring UHV with the high vacuum in the beamline.

Figure 2.12: Schematic of IR Beamline, BL-06, at INDUS-1, RRCAT, India. [187]
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In order to enhance the optical transmittance, laser grade ZnSe windows had been
installed in the beamline. However, such windows are generally optimized for a single
wavelength, which was 10 micron in the present case, and thus result in a drop in signal
transmittance at some other wavelengths. I was involved in the installation of new broad band
coated ZnSe windows, which provide more than 90% transmission in the complete mid-IR
range, i.e., 600-5000 cm-1 . The 100% transmission lines obtained from previous ZnSe
windows has been shown in Figure 2.13 (red spectrum) which have good signal to noise ratio
only in some intermediate regions. With the new windows, the signal to noise ratio shows an
increase in the complete mid-IR region, as shown by the blue plot in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: 100% transmission spectra of the previous ZnSe window (red) and new ZnSe window (blue).
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Chapter 3: Low Temperature Isotopic Effect in α-glycine
3.1. Introduction
Glycine, the simplest and the only achiral amino acid, crystallizes in three polymorphic forms
in the solid state [13, 107, 129]. With important applications in bio-materials and being the
major constituent of macromolecular complexes, it can serves as an archetype system where
weak interactions play a decisive role in structural stability. The substitution of deuterium for
hydrogen has helped in improving the properties of glycine complexes in the applied fields of
pyroelectric detectors [133-135], and drug metabolism in pharmacology [138, 139, 188, 189]
and in basic understanding of molecular structure and vibrational frequencies [123, 124, 190194]. However, considering the varied consequences of deuteration, comparative studies on
isotopic effect under varying thermodynamic conditions require attention. An understanding
of the molecular structure and structural response under such conditions would be helpful in
predicting the physico-chemical behavior of such compounds for various applications, for
example crystal engineering, lyophilisation or freeze drying of biological drugs, and
pyroelectric/ non-linear properties.
At ambient conditions, the α-glycine zwitterions form head to tail linked double layers
lying perpendicular to the b-axis with a weak N-H---O intra- double layer and very weak CH---O inter- double layer hydrogen bonds with strong hydrogen bonded rings of glycine
molecules in the ac-plane with monoclinic structure and P21 /n space group [107]. For
external tuning of this network, high pressure provides an effective method for significant
alterations of interatomic distances, whereas low temperature studies probe subtle details
under homogeneous contraction (far less than the compression technique), by reducing
thermal agitations, therefore providing valuable information on structural stability and the
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possible reaction pathways. Though both techniques are expected to reduce the volume, the
resulting molecular reorientations may sometimes lead to varying effects [43, 44].

3.2. Literature Survey
In the condensed phase, α-glycine exists in zwitterionic form (NH3 +CH2 COO -) in
contrast to the neutral (NH2 CH2 COOH) gas form [195]. In 1980 and 2000, electron density
studies were reported on α-glycine (zwitterionic) at 120 K [196] and at 23 K [197]
respectively, which provided the N---O distances of hydrogen bonds. Subsequently, in 2003,
low temperature single crystal x-ray diffraction studies of all the polymorphs ascertained the
absence of polymorphic transformations and provided evidences of N---O distance shortening
implying strengthening of N-H---O hydrogen bonds [70]. The values of H---O distances are
however at variance in various papers at ambient conditions, which were also provided at 120
K by Legros et al. [196]. It is worth noting that, spectroscopy has emerged as a powerful tool
to

understand

the protonic motions in organic

molecular solids and can provide

complimentary information to the structural studies at varying thermodynamic conditions
[106, 198-201]. Several correlation plots between covalent bond stretching frequencies and
the corresponding hydrogen bonded lengths deduced from several compounds for various
kinds of hydrogen bonds have been provide in the literature [59-64].
The first systematic variable temperature Raman study of α-glycine in the temperature
range 83 – 360 K were reported in 2005, which showed splitting of NH3 torsional and CO 2
rocking modes [202]. The IR measurements in the range 600 – 7800 cm-1 were reported for
all glycine polymorphs in the temperature range 93 – 433 K by Chernobai et al. in 2007
highlighting different polymorphic behavior [203]. Raman spectroscopy in the low frequency
spectral range (< 200 cm-1 ) suggested that the changes in the vibrational modes of glycine
polymorphs with the “dynamical transition” and conformational changes observed in
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biomolecules around 200 – 250 K by monitoring the deviations in anharmonicity [204]. The
dynamical transition phenomenon has also been explored by Bordallo et al. using inelastic
neutron scattering in the temperature range 5 – 300 K focussing on the NH3 reorientational
transitions upon cooling [205]. These authors, in corroboration with NMR reports [127, 128],
described the freezing of NH3 reorientations below 150 K. Such changes may be reflected in
NH3 torsional vibrations, but the only systematic IR study (up to 93 K) carried out so far did
not cover the corresponding spectral range [203], though prior works had noted the
emergence of a shoulder mode upon cooling [206].
Interestingly, in contrast to the hydrogenated glycine (henceforth gly-h), the behavior
of ND3 reorientations in deuterated glycine (gly-d) was found to be different in deuteron
magnetic resonance studies at low temperatures [207]. Unfortunately, low temperature
studies are very limited for gly-d. The reports available in literature describe the low
frequency vibrational mode assignments at 85 K for fully deuterated [208] and in the mid-IR
regions at 18 K for N-deuterated compound [209]. The most recent works on glycine deal
with the high pressure structural properties of gly-d [210], for which no systematic low
temperature study could be found. Thus, to unambiguously establish the differences, if any,
in the properties of glycine and its deuterated analogue, [106, 205, 211-214], detailed low
temperature spectroscopic studies on gly-h and gly-d have been carried out in the widest
temperature (4.2 – 300 K at close steps of ~10 K) and spectral range (140 – 4000 cm-1 )
reported so far.

3.3. Experimental methods
Gly-h (with 99.5% purity) and deuterated α-glycine (-d5 , i.e., all hydrogen atoms replaced
with deuterium) of aldrich with 98 atom % D (D isotopic purity) were used for the low
temperature IR and Raman studies. All the IR measurements were carried out in the
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experimental station of the IR beamline installed at Indus-1 in India using continous flow
liquid Helium (LHe) cryostat, Oxford Optistat CF-V in the transmission mode from 300 K to
4.2 K. Temperature was controlled using PID controller and helium flow was controlled
using a gas flow meter calibrated for helium gas. The cryostat was mounted in the sample
compartment of Bruker Vertex 80V FTIR spectrometer. For the MIR-region (400– 4000 cm1 ),

the spectra were recorded at a resolution of 2 cm-1 using LHe and the repeat measurements

were carried out on freshly prepared pellets at 1 cm-1 spectral resolution using Globar source.
For the FIR region (140 – 700 cm-1 ) with Mercury (Hg) lamp as a source, spectra were
recorded at 4 cm-1 resolution using LN 2 and the repeat measurements were carried out using
LHe at 2 cm-1 resolution. A total of 100 scans were coadded in all the sample as well as
background measurements. Low temperature Raman measurements were carried out using
micro Raman spectrometer (Renishaw, UK, Model Invia). The spectra were recorded using
514 nm laser excitation. Temperature dependent measurements from 300 K to 80 K were
carried out using a heating and cooling microscope stage (Linkam THMS 600).

3.4. Results and discussion
3.4.1. Low temperature behavior of gly-h
As α-glycine is an extensively studied compound, its vibrational modes as well as ambient
structural parameters are well known, as reported by many techniques such as IR/ Raman
spectroscopy [64, 115, 121-126, 206, 209, 215] and x-ray/ neutron diffraction [107, 111, 129,
130, 216-218] studies respectively. In the present study, we have taken the mode assignments
and hydrogen bond parameters [196] from the published reports, which have also been
verified by the examination of high pressure [15, 21, 68] as well as low temperature [21, 202,
206, 209] [and present work] behaviors of vibrational modes of glycine and its deuterated
analogue in the Raman and infrared spectra.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Low temperature spectra of α-glycine in the spectral range 150 – 650 cm-1 . Red color plots
are at 4 cm-1 resolution using Liquid nitrogen (LN2 ) and voilet color plots are from the repeat
measurements at 2 cm-1 resolution using Liquid Helium (LHe). (b) Frequency versus temperature plot in
150 – 650 cm-1 spectral range. Red squares represent data at 4 cm-1 resolution and black squares
represent repeat measurement data points at 2 cm-1 resolution. Symbols: τ-torsional, δ-bending, γrocking, ω-wagging.

Figure 3.1(a) shows the far infrared spectra of α-glycine at various temperatures from room
temperature to 4.2 K. Figure 3.1(b) and Table 3.1 describe the low temperature behavior of
the corrosponding modes. All the modes show a reduction in peak width and stiffening upon
lowering the temperature due to thermal contraction. The distinctly visible feature in this
frequency range is the marked evolution of τ-NH3 (torsional) mode (~523 cm-1 ) upon cooling,
which is buried inside the broad and stronger γCO 2 (rocking) mode (502 cm-1 ) at room
temperatures, with a consistent rise in relative intensity up to the lowest temperature
measured. The emergence of τ-NH3 mode on cooling accompanied with a remarkably large
rate of stiffening (~ 30 cm-1 shift up to 4.2 K) is a definitive signature of reorientation of
glycine NH3 groups leading to stronger N-H---O hydrogen bonds [70]. A reasonably large
rate of stiffening has also been observed for τ-CO2 (224 cm-1 ) mode as compared to the other
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Table 3.1: Slope (-d𝛎̃/dT) of frequency versus temperature plots of IR modes of gly-h. The modes with
maximum or negative values have been highlighted.

Modes
Lattice Mode
Lattice mode
Lattice Mode
τ(COO -)
δ(CCN)
γ(COO -)
τ(𝑁𝐻3+)
ω(COO -)
δ (COO -)
ν(CC)
γ(CH2 )
νas(CN)
γ(𝑁𝐻3+)
γ(𝑁𝐻3+)
t(CH2 )
ω(CH2 )
νs(COO -)
δ(CH2 )
ds(𝑁𝐻3+)
ds(𝑁𝐻3+)
νas(COO -)
das(𝑁𝐻3+)
ν(NH)
ν(NH)
νs(CH)
νas(CH)
ν(NH)

Assignment(cm-1 )
Infrared
167
189
204
224
359
502
523
609
697
893
912
1032
1111
1129
1310
1333
1411
1444
1504
1523
1592
1610
2618
2904
2978
3007
3168

(-(d𝛎̃/dT)) (cm-1 /K) of IR modes
300 – 210 K
0.043
0.042
0.054
0.083
0.046
0.010
0.169
0.022
0.025
0.021
0.034
0.007
0.033
0.034
0.026
0.011
0.019
0.013
0.026
0.013
0
0.031
-0.025
-0.021
0.002
0
-0.050

210 – 80 K
0.047
0.035
0.061
0.063
0.030
0.024
0.065
0.023
0.017
0.015
0.032
0.016
0.023
0.031
0.003
0.004
0.017
0.008
0.008
0.019
0
0.018
-0.036
-0.028
0
0
-0.080

80 – 4.2 K
0.024
0.017
0.011
0.021
0.015
0.036
0.047
0
0.008
0.005
0.017
0.010
0.061
0.010
0.008
0.010
0.007
0.004
0
0
0
0.005
0.004
-0.030
0
0
-0.022

modes, viz., δCCN (bending, 359 cm-1 ), γCO 2 and ωCO 2 (wagging, 609 cm-1 ). It is
noteworthy that the signatures of dynamical transition, a phenomenon related to sudden
increase in mean square displacement in proteins and amino acids, have been observed at ~
200 – 250 K in glycine using inelastic neutron scattering, which could not be observed using
IR spectroscopy [205]. A finer inspection using the present infrared data obtained at close
temperature steps and broad spectral range is suggestive of a change in the slopes of
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frequency versus temperature plots across 210 K (Table 3.1). A sudden enhancement in the
relative intensity of τ-NH3 and νNH modes is also found below 210 K. At further lower
temperatures, another change in the slopes of frequency versus temperature plots has been
observed across 80 K. In the mid-infrared region, we observe systematic evolution of a weak
shoulder in the γNH3 (rocking) mode at ~ 1130 cm-1 , as shown in Figure 3.2(inset). A very
weak shoulder has also been observed to develop on the high frequency side of the weak tCH2 (twist) mode (~ 1313 cm-1 ) which may be due to inter-molecular couplings resulting in
slight modifications of the weakest C-H---O linkages between glycine bilayers (explained
later). It is to be noted that, we could monitor these fine changes only on increasing the
spectral resolution in order to account for the expected sharpening of the peaks at low
temperatures.

Figure 3.2: Low temperature IR spectra of α-glycine from 700 – 3250 cm-1 spectral range at 1 cm-1
resolution using LHe cryostat. Inset shows splitting of γNH3 and t-CH2 modes marked with asterisk (*).
Symbols: δ- bending, ν- stretching, t- twist, ω- wagging, ds - symmetric deformation, das - asymmetric
deformation, γ-rocking.
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3.4.2. Hydrogen bonding network of gly-h
The modifications in NH3 reorientations leading to change in hydrogen bonding interactions
at low temperatures are further confirmed from the behavior of N-H stretching vibrational
modes lying in the region 2600 – 3200 cm-1 (Figure 3.2). This region contains the stretching
modes due to NH and CH stretching vibrations, however, the complexity enhances due to the
presence of combination/ overtone modes and the self-trapped solitonic modes [219] which
get stronger at lower temperatures. The three N-H stretching modes at ~ 2618, 2904 and 3168
cm-1 correspond to the three N-H---O hydrogen bonds [59]. The strongest of these hydrogen
bonds (N1-H3---O2 with N---O = 2.770 Å, H---O = 1.788 Å and angle N-H---O = 167.2ᵒ) lies
along the c-axis. The second most strongest hydrogen bond (N1-H4---O1 with N---O = 2.850
Å, H---O = 1.899 Å and angle N-H---O = 170ᵒ) lies in the ac-plane [69]. Together, these two
hydrogen bonds bind glycine molecules in a two dimensional layered structure in the acplane. Two adjacent layers are connected by the third hydrogen bond (N1-H5---O1 ~ along baxis with N---O = 3.074 Å, H---O = 2.183 Å and angle N-H---O = 156.4ᵒ) to form bilayers
stacked normal to the b-axis. The bilayers are further held together by the weakest C-H---O
hydrogen bonds [69]. Figure 3.3 shows the variation of N-H and C-H stretching vibrational
modes as a function of temperature. Interestingly, all the three N-H stretching modes show
softening upon cooling, which is an unusual observation during contraction/ compression,
whereas the C-H stretching modes show a small and monotonous stiffening. This clearly
implies the strengthening of all the N-H---O hydrogen bonds at low temperatures, which is
consistent with the previous studies on α- glycine carried out at a few temperatures [203].
The present data also shows that subtle structural reorientations take place across 210 K and
80 K, which result in a stronger hydrogen bonded low temperature structure, as indicated
from the change in the rate of variation of vibrational modes across these temperatures (Table
3.1). Such a red shift in stretching frequencies due to the formation or strengthening of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3: Frequency versus temperature plots in (a) 690 – 1145 cm-1 (b) 1310 – 1630 cm-1 (c) 2600 – 3175
cm-1 spectral range for α-glycine, obtained from two different experiments at 1 cm-1 (black filled squares)
and 2 cm-1 (red open squares) resolutions respectively. * denotes the appearance of new modes. Symbols:
δ- bending, ν- stretching, t- twist, ω- wagging, ds - symmetric deformation, das - asymmetric deformation.

hydrogen bonds is an established fact [106, 199]. Change in H---O bond distance can also be
estimated from the measured covalent bond stretching frequency using the well documented
correlation plots and empirical relations, for a range of compounds as well as hydrogen bonds
[59, 61, 63, 64, 220-224]. Though various correlation curves have been reported in the last 80
years, for different donor/ acceptor systems or ionic states, all of them show a similar
qualitative trend upon the change in bond distance. A recently reported empirical relationship
for various molecular systems including glycine by Rozenberg et al. [60, 225, 226], has also
been used here in an attempt to estimate the change in hydrogen bond strength in gly-h:

log(Δν̃) = – 1.97 – 6.1 log(𝑟)
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where, Δν̃ is the change in stretching frequency relative to the free molecule (in cm-1 ) and r is
the H---O distance measured in nm. Figure 3.4(right) shows the estimated H---O bond
distances the three N-H---O hydrogen bonds in glycine. While the absolute values can only
be confirmed using structural techniques, the trend of their variation from room temperature
to 4.2 K reveals that the two strong hydrogen bonds depict small (N1-H3---O2) and almost
negligible (N1-H4---O1) reduction in H---O distances at low temperatures. In comparison,
the moderately strong N1-H5---O1 hydrogen bond shows a drastic reduction in H---O
distance, at a remarkable rate of decrease from ambient to ~ 80 K (0.02Х10 -3 nm/K) followed
by a slightly lesser rate up to 4.2 K and therefore significant strengthening. This also
corroborates with the structural report at room temperature and 23 K (see Figure 3.4right),
predicting a larger reduction of this bridging distance (N1-H5---O1 nearly along the b-axis)
in the weakest of the three N-H---O hydrogen bonds than the strong ones which form closed
rings in the ac-plane [70, 197]. Such a strengthening of the hydrogen bond which acts as a
bridge to form the bilayers, shows a similar qualitative behavior as often observed for
hydrogen bonds (e.g., in ice) under compression. Recently, it has been shown that the hidden
force responsible for the hydrogen bond dynamics under such extreme conditions is the
electrostatic interaction between the lone pair of acceptor atom and the covalently bonded
electronic cloud [109, 110, 227-229].
While the strengthening of hydrogen bond, in general, upon cooling can also be explained
using this model, the isotopic effect (i.e., replacing H by D) may also alter the dynamics,
which has been discussed in the next section. These observations indicate that the difference
between the hydrogen bond strengths, i.e., within the layers in the ac-plane and those
connecting the layers along the b-axis, reduces on cooling. This implies that the bilayers are
more compact/ strongly bound and isolated from one another at low temperatures. The
variation of C-H stretching frequency also indicates that the weak inter-bilayer C-H---O
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Figure 3.4: (Left) gly-h molecules in ac-planes, showing H3---O2, H4---O1 and H5---O1 bonds
approximatel y along c-, a- and b- axes respectively. The netowrk along b- axes has been elaborately
presented in Figure 5. (Right) Variation of these hydrogen bond distances with temperature. Open and
filled circles represent data estimated from two independent measurements. Also shown are the reported
H---O distances in literature, with symbols: Black filled triangle – ref. [196], indigo cross mark – ref. [69],
violet plus mark – ref. [197], olive star – ref. [129].

hydrogen bonds may not get much strengthened, even at low temperatures. These changes
depict this compound as a supramolecular assembly of head to tail linked glycine molecules
(through N1-H5---O1 nearly along the b-axis), which are connected to other adjacent
molecules in the ac-plane through N1-H4---O1 and N1-H3---O2 as shown in Figure 3.4(left)
and Figure 3.5. Such an assembly of glycine molecules with infinite spread in the ac-plane
and a finite depth of two molecules are stacked along the b-axis.
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Figure 3.5: A wire-frame representation of the hydrogen bonded structure of α-glycine. The stronger
hydrogen bonds lie in the ac-plane forming layers. These layers are connected through a weaker N1-H5--O1 hydrogen bond (dotted lines marked with H5---O1) along the b-axis, in a head to tail configuration
forming bilayers. The adjacent bilayers are held together by the weakest C-H---O hydrogen bonds. At low
temperatures, N1-H5---O1 hydrogen bonds depict the maximum strengthening. Refer Figure 4(left) for
description of hydrogen bonds in the ac-plane (shaded sheets) which is normal to the N1-H5---O1
hydrogen bonds.

3.4.3. Low temperature behavior of gly-d
Figure 3.6(a) and (b) show the far infrared spectra (150 – 675 cm-1 ) and the temperature
dependence of IR active modes for deuterated α-glycine (gly-d), which clearly demonstrate a
distinct isotopic behavior for this simplest amino acid. Unlike in gly-h where τ-NH3 mode
depicts the maximum shift in frequency as well as increase in intensity, the weak τ-ND3 mode
(expected near 348 cm-1 ) [217], merged with δCCN mode (331 cm-1 ) at ambient conditions,
does not show any signs of strengthening at low temperatures. Infact, τ-ND3 is among the
least affected modes and even at 4.2 K, the two peaks are not well resolved making it difficult
to distinguish between them. These two peaks were analysed using Gaussian as well as
Gaussian plus Lorentzian fits. While all the modes, including the lattice modes, show a small,
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.6:(a) Low temperature IR spectra of deuterated α-glycine (gly-d) in the spectral range 140 – 675
cm-1 . (b) Frequency versus temperature plots for the corresponding modes. Symbols: τ-torsional, δbending, γ-rocking, ω-wagging.

general stiffening and peak sharpening at low temperatures, a closer inspection reveals slope
change in the frequency versus temperature plots across 180 K, which have been presented in
Table 3.2. The modes observed in the mid infrared spectra show similar changes (Figure
3.7a). We also observe the emergence of a weak shoulder on the higher frequency side of tCD2 mode (1015 cm-1 ) upon cooling (Figure 3.7a), as in gly-h.
In order to verify these observations on τ-ND3 and other modes, we carried out the
complementary Raman spectroscopic studies, which showed similar changes for the Raman
active modes at low temperatures, (as shown in Figure 3.7(b) and Figure 3.7(c)). The
broadening observed in the t-CD2 Raman mode (~ 1020 cm-1 ) at lower temperatures may be
due to a new mode emerging at this frequency, as also in the IR spectra and in gly-h,
consistent with some inter-molecular couplings due to slight modifications in the C-D---O
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(c)

Figure 3.7: (a) Low temperature IR spectra of gly-d in the 700 – 1750 cm-1 range at 1 cm-1 resolution. *
denotes splitting in t-CD2 mode. (b) Low temperature Raman spectra of gly-d in 200 – 1650 cm-1 spectral
range. Inset (left): variation of low frequency Raman modes (δCCN, τND3 , γCOO-) with temperature, and
(right): splitting of t(CD2 ) below 180 K. (c) Variation of the IR and Raman peak positions of gly-d in the
region 700 – 1600 cm-1 with temperature.
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linkages. Further, the two γ-ND3 Raman modes near 800 – 900 cm-1 depict an intensity
reversal upon cooling. No other unusual low temperature behavior was observed.
Table 3.2: Observed IR and Raman modes of gly-d alongwith the rate of variation of IR modes as a
function of temperature.

Modes

Lattice mode
Lattice Mode
τ(COO -)
δ(CCN)
τ(ND3 )
γ(COO -)
ω(COO -)
δ (COO -)
γ (CD2 )
γ(ND3 )
γ(ND3 )
ν(CC)
ν(CN)
t(CD2 )
δ(CD2 )
ω(CD2 )
das(ND3 )
ds(ND3 )
das(ND3 )
νs(COO -)
νs(COO -)
νas(COO -)
ν(ND)
ν(CD)
ν(ND)
ν(CD)
ν(ND)

Assignment
Infrared
174
195
218
330
350
468
533
648
728
806
871
926
953
1013
1075
1130
1175
1194
1216
1388
1411
1592
2061
2182
2229
2264
2352

Raman

330
353
455
528
643
722
807
867
928
951
1019
1080
1128
1178
1199
1207
1389
1407
1553
2058
2182
2228
2264
2333

(-(dν̃/dT)) (cm-1 /K) of IR
modes
300 – 180 K
180 – 4.2 K
0.034
0.001
0.053
0.007
0.034
0.004
0.022
0.005
0.015
0
0.001
0
0.006
0
0.034
0.022
0.008
0.005
0.010
0.001
0.010
0
0.020
0.005
0.029
0.011
-0.002
0.004
0.011
0.008
0.014
-0.001
0.017
0.017
0.036
0.014
0.030
0.014
0.023
0.014
0.026
-0.002
0.022
0.004
-0.100
-0.002
0.001
0
-0.052
-0.005
0.009
0
0.001
-0.032

3.4.4. Isotopic effect on the Hydrogen bonding network
The above observations indicate that the hydrogen bonds in gly-d may depict a
different effect of cooling than that shown by gly-h. Thus, to understand the nature of
hydrogen bonds, we studied the N-D stretching modes and used them to estimate the change
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in the strengths of hydrogen bonds at low temperatures. Interestingly, in gly-d, the stretching
mode corresponding to the strongest N1-D3---O2 hydrogen bond (along c-axis) shows a
significant softening on cooling up to 180 K, whereas the stretching mode corresponding to
the second strongest N1-D4---O1 hydrogen bond (in the ac-plane) depicts a discontinuous
shift to lower frequency across 180 K in addition to small softening (Figure 3.8(c)). Both
these modes show relatively negligible reduction at further lower temperatures. In complete
contrast, the N-D stretching mode at 2352 cm-1 corresponding to the N1-D5---O1 hydrogen
bond along the b-axis, shows nearly no change up to 180 K, followed by softening upon
further lowering the temperature.
It is known that the substitution of hydrogen (H) by deuterium (D) depicts a noticeable
change along the longest hydrogen bond in α-glycine (approximately along b-axis) [69, 210]
and the prominent N-D---O hydrogen bond distances have been shown as D3---02 ~ 1.740 Å,
D4---O1 ~ 1.821 Å and D5---O1 ~ 2.131 Å [210] at 0.2 GPa. The temperature induced
variation in these D---O distances as obtained from the empirical correlation given by
equation (3.1) have been plotted in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9 shows that the distance D5---O1 remains nearly constant (in fact a slight
increase is noticed on close inspection) on lowering the temperature up to 180 K, implying
weakening (or no prominent change) of the hydrogen bond which binds the bilayers, below
which it starts strengthening. Such a difference in gly-d than that observed in gly-h may be
due to the difference in energies of the two hydrogen bonds, viz., the increase of barrier
height and potential well separations upon deuteration due to increased reduced mass [230].
This may be the reason that the two isotopes initially depict different behavior upon cooling.
However as the temperature is lowered down to 180 K, the D5---O1 hydrogen bond starts
strengthening and follows a similar trend, which can be explained using the electrostatic
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.8: (a) Raman and (b) IR spectra of gly-d in the ND and CD stretching regions at a few
representative temperatures. In addition to the stretching modes, combination, overtone and self trapped
modes may be expected in this region. Grey highlighted peaks represent ND stretching modes. (c)
Frequency versus temperature plots of ND and CD stretching modes, symbols: filled – IR and open –
Raman modes.

model, as discussed earlier [109, 110, 227-229]. On the other hand, the stronger hydrogen
bonds forming the layers in the ac-plane are strengthened on cooling down to 180 K, below
which the structure is almost stable. Further, the discontinuous shift in D4---O1 and a
noticeable change in the slope of D3---O2 suggest molecular reorientations within the layers
leading to different temperature effects below 180 K. These observations imply that the
temperature induced variations in gly-d are opposite to those in gly-h on cooling from room
temperature to 180 K. Below 180 K, both the isotopes show similar behavioral change at
lower temperatures. Hence, in the case of gly-d, the low temperature structure can be
described as denser infinite layers in the ac-plane stacked along the b-axis, i.e., a relatively
simple layered structure as shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.9: Variation of D3---O2, D4---O1 and D5---O1 bond distances with temperature in gly-d.

Figure 3.10: Structure of gly-d in bc-plane [210, 216]. Highlighted sheets are drawn to show the ac-planes.
Upon lowering the temperature, the two strong N-H---O hydrogen bonds which form a closed ring (inset)
of four molecules in the ac-plane get further stronger to form more compact and tightly held layers.

3.5. Orientational changes in N(H/D)3 torsional modes:
A possible explanation of this varying structural behavior in the two isotopes at low
temperatures can be drawn from the corroboration of these results with the nuclear magnetic
resonance studies. The hydrogen bonding network in gly-h is governed by the motion of the
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amino group of the molecules, in particular the rotation of the NH3 entity with respect to the
skeletal chain. EPR experiments have confirmed that the NH3 group freely rotates at room
temperature and all the three protonic positions are equivalent [231-234]. The corresponding
torsional vibrational mode shows extremely weak IR activity. However, at low temperatures
the protons are somewhat locked at their positions and merely rotate about their average
positions [205, 231]. Thus, NH3 group vibrates only moderately about the C-N axis at low
temperatures. The systematic restriction of the free rotation of NH3 group would result in the
strengthening of hydrogen bonds, which is consistent with our observations on the stretching
modes as well as a clear and pronounced evolution of the torsional mode as the temperature is
lowered. This also highlights the importance of the intra-bilayer N1-H5---O1 hydrogen bonds
in stabilizing the structural framework at varying thermodynamic conditions. However,
unlike in gly-h, the N1-D5---O1 hydrogen bonds are not strengthened in gly-d upon cooling
down to 180 K. This is again consistent with the fact from deuteron NMR that, although the
protonic motion would also be slowed down in gly-d, they may not get locked upon cooling
[235]. Infact, even at room temperature, the rate of reorientation of ND3 group (in gly-d) is
different from the NH3 group (in gly-h) [113, 207, 235]. The earlier neutron scattering (NS)
studies on gly-h have indicated that NH3 torsional potential is anharmonic [217, 218].
Subsequently in 2008, Bordallo et al. reported an increase in the harmonic character below
150 K using inelastic NS studies [205]. These results remained the only information on the
anharmonicity of the torsional vibrations, as the signature of the torsional mode is very weak
in IR and Raman spectra at ambient conditions [205]. As the effects of change in
anharmonicity may also be reflected in the peak widths of the vibrational modes, we have
shown here a comparison of vibrational peaks lying in the region of the torsional mode in
Figure 3.11 and Table 3.3.
The FWHM of τNH3 mode decreases very rapidly upon cooling upto 150 K, below which the
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Figure 3.11:Comparison of NH3 / ND3 torsional mode in the IR spectra of (a) gly-h and (b) gly-d at 300 K
and 4.2 K.

rate of decrease reduces. The FWHM could be fitted using a combination of exponential and
linear functions, which indicates a change in anharmonicity accompanied with subtle
reorientational changes [236-238]. Thus, the changes observed in gly-h, like freezing of
protonic position and distinct change in anharmonicity could not be inferred in the case of
gly-d. The other vibrations lying in this region, viz., δCCN and γCO 2 showed nearly the same
behavioral changes for gly-h and gly-d. It has also been reported that the greater
anharmonicity in glycine (gly-h) at room temperature as compared to other compounds like
alanine is due to unequal strengths of the three hydrogen bonds [239]. The reduction in the
difference of hydrogen bond strengths at low temperatures is therefore consistent with an
increase in the harmonic character.
Table 3.3: FWHM (in cm-1 ) of various modes in gly-h and gly-d at 300 K and at 4.2 K.

Modes
δCCN
τ NH3 /ND3
γCOO -

FWHM (cm-1 ) - gly-h
300 K
4.2 K
25.67
17.12
50.22
4.87
15.35
9.36
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FWHM (cm-1 ) - gly-d
300 K
4.2 K
25.95
20.61
12.31
10.70
17.63
15.14
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Lastly, it is worth presenting the low temperature behavior of a characteristic band of
medium intensity around 2100 cm-1 , found in amino acids, which was earlier assigned as NH
stretching vibration by Koegel et al. [240] and later a bending vibration by Leifer et al. [241]
However, since 1964, when Krishnan et al. noted that this is a combination of NH3
deformation and NH3 torsional modes and is present only in the zwitterionic forms, it has
been used as an "indicator band" for the identification of the zwitterionic form [125]. This
band, i.e., the δNH3 + τNH3 combination band has been observed at 2130 cm-1 in the
spectrum of gly-h (Figure 3.2) and the corresponding band in gly-d is observed at 1522 cm-1
(Figure 3.7(a)). The temperature variation of these bands has been shown in Figure 3.12.
While in gly-h this band shows a stiffening of nearly 60 cm-1 up to 4.2 K, in gly-d a relatively
smaller shift of ~ 20 cm-1 has been observed.
Thus, we observe that the amino group vibrational modes associated with hydrogen
bonding, viz., stretching, torsional and combinations show a lower shift in gly-d as compared
to that in gly-h upon cooling. However, upon compression, the high pressure Raman spectra,
reported for these isotopes under quasi- as well as non-hydrostatic conditions up to 23 GPa
and 20 GPa for gly-h [68] and gly-d [242] respectively, have shown a general stiffening of
the torsional modes and nearly similar shifts in the stretching modes. While subtle structural
rearrangements have been reported at ~ 3 GPa, no structural phase transition was observed
[68, 242]. The high pressure single crystal x-ray diffraction studies on gly-h up to 6.2 GPa
have shown the least compressibility along the c-axis, whereas b-axis showed the maximum
compressibility [69]. For gly-d, x-ray diffraction studies have been reported upto ~8.7 GPa
and no phase transition was observed in this case too [210]. Noticeably, at high pressures, the
strongest hydrogen bond (H3/D3---O2) weakens in both gly-h and gly-d (deduced from O--H/D distances) [69, 210]. The weakest of the three, i.e., N1-H5/D5---O1 approximately along
the b-axis, remains almost unaffected in gly-h, whereas it strengthens in gly-d [69, 210] upon
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Figure 3.12: Temperature variation of the "indicator" band in gly-h (top) and gly-d (bottom).

compression. The most prominent effect was however shown by the intermediate H4/D4--O1 hydrogen bond which strengthens in both the isotopes under pressure [69, 210]. Thus, it is
clear that the high pressure and low temperature behavior of the three dimensional hydrogen
bonded framework is not identical for both gly-h and gly-d. Thus, it would be interesting to
explore the phase diagram of this simplest, hydrogen bond stabilized, amino acid system, in
lines similar to the simplest hydrogen bonded system, ice [228].
Among the simple amino acids, the low temperature studies on L-alanine, the smallest
chiral amino acid shows lattice instability at 220 K due to a strong dynamic Jahn-Teller
effect, whereas its deuterated analogue depicts a structural transition at 170 K due to
geometrical changes, presumably because of the Ubbelohde effect [211]. In general, it is
presumed that deuteration leads to profound effects primarily on vibrational frequencies (due
to mass effect) and some scaling in hydrogen bonding interactions (e.g. due to Ubbelohde
effect) [243], whereas the crystal structure and the relative strengths within the three
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dimensional network of hydrogen bonds can be affected and the isotopes are believed to
follow similar [244] or different [44, 192] behavior under varying conditions depending on
the local environment. It is also known that deuteration may result in increase in transition
temperature in the case of a temperature induced phase transition [192, 245].
The present results point out the varying behavior of gly-h and gly-d at low
temperatures. The hydrogen bond lengths in gly-h show nearly monotonous changes upon
cooling as compared to gly-d where the changes are relatively discontinuous at 180 K. These
changes in the hydrogen bonding network of gly-d may also lead to some structural changes
at lower temperatures as observed for some other hydrogen bonded compounds upon
deuteration [246-250]. This evokes a need for systematic and comparative low temperature
structural studies on the various isotopic analogues of amino acids, considering the vast range
of isotopic applications in structure determination, pharmacy and biophysics.

3.6. Summary
Our variable temperature studies indicate that isotope effects may play a significant role in
the properties of glycine, the simplest amino acid. Among the three N-H---O hydrogen bonds
in gly-h, the strongest one, nearly along the c-axis, shows the least compression upon cooling,
whereas the weakest one, nearly along the b-axis shows a drastic reduction. An opposite
behavior has been observed for the deuterated isotope when cooled down to 180 K. The
behavior of NH3 torsional mode supports these observations which shows pronounced
sharpening accompanied with a large rate of stiffening upon cooling in gly-h, which
corroborate well with the reports of reduction in its anharmonic character. In contrast, the
torsional mode in gly-d does not show noticeable changes on cooling. These observations
imply a relatively compact and isolated three dimensional bilayered structure of gly-h at low
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temperatures in comparison to a much strongly held two dimensional layered structure of glyd stacked along the b-axis.
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Chapter 4: Low Temperature Phase Transitions in L-Leucine
4.1. Introduction
The motions of constituent molecular moieties in amino acids are responsible for major
alterations in vibrational, structural and physical properties. Such motions take place at
different time scales [23] and can be activated under specific temperature/pressure conditions,
which may vary for different compounds [22, 23]. The studies on these aspects, viz.,
activation of particular motions is important for understanding the protein flexibility which
can cause change in the protein functionality and peptide linkages.
L-Leucine (C 6 H13 NO2 ) is an “essential” aliphatic amino acid with wide applications
in organic non-linear optical (NLO) materials [95, 140]. However, the structural behavior of
L-Leucine at low temperatures is not well understood. Thus, the monitoring of various
molecular group movements can be exploited to throw light on its possible structural
response upon cooling. In this regard, spectroscopic studies would be ideal to probe such
changes occurring in the lattice scale in the complex L-Leucine molecular structure.
Among the reported structural studies, the low temperature single crystal XRD data
recorded by Gorbitz & Dalhus in 1996 at 120 K showed no phase transition in L-Leucine
[150]. However, in 2011, Filho et al. reported two phase transitions at around 150 K and 275
K using calorimetry and Raman spectroscopic studies [86]. Their neutron scattering results
pointed out the changes associated with the backbone hydrophobic chain. But, the powder
XRD data were not suitable for atomic refinement in order to confirm structural phase
transitions, though Le-bail refinement indeed showed the anomalous behavior of monoclinic
beta (β) angle between these two temperatures [86].In 2016, Binns et al. carried out a single
crystal neutron diffraction study, extracting detailed parameters at two temperatures of 300 K
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and 120 K [87]. Surprisingly, this study again indicated the absence of any low temperature
phase transition and highlighted the urgent need for further studies on this compound in view
of the importance of this essential amino acid. This necessitated a closer inspection of
changes in the constituent molecular conformations and fine monitoring of the trend of
hydrogen bonding motifs, which stabilize the structural framework, at varying temperatures.
Infrared spectroscopy is a powerful technique which can provide clear and
complementary information on the reorientation dynamics of various molecular units [15,
106, 199, 201, 251, 252]. In addition, it can also provide significant details of the N-H
stretching modes, thereby giving vital insights into the stability of hydrogen bonding network
[252]. Thus, to find the signatures and microscopic mechanism of the possible phase
transitions upon cooling, along with the analysis of anharmonicity and orientational changes,
systematic LT-FTIR spectroscopy on powder L-Leucine has been carried out in a wide
spectral range of 30 – 3500 cm-1 .

4.2. Experimental methods
Powder L-Leucine was purchased from SRL (Sisco Research Laboratories Pvt. Ltd.) with
99% extra pure CHR. The low temperature IR measurements were carried out at the
experimental station of IR beamline facility at Indus-1 in India using continous flow cyrostat,
Oxford Optistat CF-V in the transmission mode with temperature varying from 300 K to 4.2
K using liquid nitrogen (LN 2 ) and liquid helium (LHe) as the cryogens. In the MIR range
(500 – 4000 cm-1 ), sample was dispersed in the CsI and spectra were recorded using KBr
beamsplitter and LN 2 cooled MCT detector at 4 cm-1 resolution with temperature varied from
300 to 66 K using LN 2 as cryogen. For the FIR region (from 30 – 300 cm-1 ), sample was
dispersed in the polyethylene matrix and the spectra were recorded using Mylar beamsplitter,
Hg source and FIR-DTGS detector at 2 cm-1 with temperature varied from 300 K to 4.3 K
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Figure 4.1:Ambient infrared Spectrum of powder L-Leucine in 30 – 3500 cm-1 spectral range measured
using three different experimental/ instrumental parameters to cover the complete frequency range: Blue
- 30-275 cm-1 , Red - 120-600 cm-1 , Black - 500-3500 cm-1 .

using LHe cryogen. Repeat measurements were carried out in FIR (180 – 600 cm-1 ) region
using the sample dispersed in CsI matrix at 4 cm-1 resolution with temperature varying from
300 K to 77 K using LN 2 . The overlapping region of the independent experiments shows
excellent reproducibility as shown in Figure 4.1. For background correction, all the
experiments were carried

out using bare CsI/polyethylene pellets at the respective

temperature points. A total of 100 scans were coadded in all the sample as well as
background measurements.

4.3. Results and discussion
The infrared spectrum of powder L-Leucine has been collected at room temperature (300 K)
in the 30 – 3500 cm-1 spectral range using three different experimental/instrumental
parameters in order to cover the entire frequency range as shown in Figure 4.1. The IR peak
positions along with the reported vibrational assignments [118, 122, 147, 253-255] at 300 K
and their observed values at 77 K are listed in Table 4.1. The asymmetric unit of L-Leucine
consists of two molecules (hereafter, Leu-A and Leu-B) which differ from each other in
respect of conformations and bond lengths as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Table 4.1: IR band positions of L-leucine observed at 300 K and 77 K and the reported vibrational
assignments [118, 122, 147, 253-255]. Symbols: τ – torsion, r – rocking, ⍵ – wagging, ν – stretching, δ –
deformation, t – twist, as – asymmetric, s – symmetric.
IR frequency
(cm-1 )
(This study)
300
77 K
K
45
47

Ref. [253]

Ref. [254]

Ref. [122]

Ref. [255]

Translational
mode
Translational
mode
τ(C2 C3 )

τ(NH3 ),
τ(CH3 ),δCH
τ(NH3 ),
τ(CH3 ),τCOO
τ(CH3 ),
τ(NH3 ), τCH2 ,
τ(COO-)

Ref. [118]

Ref.[147]

Hydrogen
bond modes
Hydrogen
bond modes
Hydrogen
bond modes

52

56

70

71

109

107

123

127

136

138

170

180

206

207

227

229

r(NH3 ),δ(CCN
),τ(CH3 )
δCH2 , ⍵CH3

332

244
329

δ(CCN),δCCC

δ(C5 C4 C6 )

343

343

δCH, δCCN

δ(C5 C4 C6 )

364

366

r(COOˉ),
δ(CCN)

402

403

442
455

443
457

535

519
539

r(CO2 )

ρ(CO2 )

rCO2

668

672

δ(CO2 )

δ(CO2 )

⍵CO2

707
769

768

⍵(CO2 )
C-CO+CO
stretching

775

776

τ(C3 C4 )

Rotational
mode/
τ(CO2 )/
τ(C3 C4 )
τ(CO2 )/τ(C3
C4 )
τ(CO2 )

Hydrogen
bond modes

Hydrogen
bond modes
Hydrogen
bond modes
COOvibration

τ(C(5)H3 )
τ(C2 C3 C4 )/ro
t.

CCC+CCN
deformation

δ(C3 C4 C5 )

Skeletal
deformati
on
Skeletal
deformati
on
Skeletal
deformati
on

δ(C3 C4 C6 )
δ(CH)(CH3 )2

CCN
deformation
CCN
deformation
CCN
deformation
NH3 modes

NH3 modes
Skeletal
deformati
on

δCO2

70

CO2
rock/bend/w
ag

⍵(COOˉ),
δ(CCN),
δ(COOˉ)
δ(COOˉ),
δ(CCN),⍵(CO
Oˉ)
r(CH2 )
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834
847

834
849

917
924
944
962
1004
1030
1084
1135

920
928
943
961
1002
1009
1035
1086
1133
1143

1146
1175
1186
1239

1158
1178
1191
1240

1296
1315

1294
1313
1223
1345
1363
1372

1343
1362
1371
1386
1408

1577
1588
1608
1624
1634
2132

1386
1413
1419
1438
1447
1455
1473
1511
1514
1557
1562
1580
1584
1615
1625
1638
2133

2580
2621
2738

2570
2615
2739

2871
2959
3061
-

2872
2960
3063
3108

1439
1454
1471
1514
1558

δ(COOˉ),ν(C
C),ν(CN)
r CH3 , ν CC

ν(CC)
r(CH2 )

r(CH2 )
δCOO-,
νCC,νCN

r(CH3 )+ν(C
C)

νCCN, νCC
rNH3 , rCH3 ,
νCC
νCN

r(CH3 )

νCCN, νCC
r(NH3 ) , ν(CC),
r(CH3 )
ν(CN)

rCH3 , νCC,
δCCN

r(NH3 )

r(CH3 ), ν(CC),
δ(CCN)

ν(CC)

r(NH3 ), δ(CH)

ν(CN)
r(CH3 )

r(NH3 ), δCH
r(NH3 ), tCH2 ,
rCH3 , νCCOO-

r(NH3 )

t(CH2 )
δ(CH)

CH+NH
bending

⍵(CH2 )
νs (COO͞͞ˉ),
δ s (CH3 )

δs(CH3 )
δs(CH3 )
t(CH2 )
νs (CO2 )

δs(CH3 )

δ s (CH3 )

δ(CH2 )

δ as (CH3 )
δCH2
δ s NH3

δ as (CH3 )

New

δCH2 , δ s (CH3 )

νas CO2
νas (COOˉ)

νas CO2
δ as NH3
δ as NH3

δ as (NH3 )
Combination
band

Combination
band
νs (CH2 )
νas (CH2 )
νas (NH3 )
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Figure 4.2: Two L-Leucine molecules (Leu-A and Leu-B) in the asymmetric unit along with the notation of
different atoms.

4.3.1. Signatures of possible Phase transitions across 240 K
Upon systemic cooling of L-Leucine from room temperature, we observe significant
modifications across 240 K specifically in the modes related to NH3 + and COO - groups. In
Figure 4.3, a new IR mode appears below 240 K at 507 cm-1 , which can be the out-of-plane
γ(N-H---O) intermolecular hydrogen bond bending mode as suggested in the INS reports
[255]. This mode shows a large rate of stiffening (0.055 cm-1 /K) relative to other modes upon
further cooling as shown in Figure 4.3. The modes at 1135, 1144 cm-1 and 918, 922 cm-1 show
intensity reversal below 240 K as shown in Figure 4.4. The strong symmetric deformation,
δs(NH3 ) mode at ~ 1514 cm-1 shows very small softening and splits below 240 K with both
the components showing similar IR intensity (Figure 4.5). In contrast, the corresponding
asymmetric deformation δ as(NH3 ) mode at ~ 1608 cm-1 shows a noticeably large rate of
stiffening (0.031 cm-1 /K) below 240 K (Figure 4.5). The symmetric stretching νs(COOˉ)
mode at 1408 cm-1 splits and the corresponding asymmetric stretching νas(COO -) mode at
1587 cm-1 shows softening behavior below 240 K (Figure 4.5). All the above observations
imply a phase transition at 240 K which may be caused due to a change in the hydrogen
bonding interactions between NH3 + and COO - groups in L-Leucine. The definitive signatures
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Temperature dependent variation of IR peaks in the 115-600 cm-1 spectral range. The
dashed line shows the evolution of new peaks at low temperature. (b) Frequency versus temperature plot
of peak positions in the 160-550 cm-1 region. The error bars are within the size of the symbols.

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Temperature dependent variation of IR spectra in the 650-1300 cm-1 spectral range.
Dashed lines show the evolution of new peaks at low temperature. (b) Frequency versus temperature plot
of peak positions in the 650-1300 cm-1 region.
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of such a transition and further insights into the hydrogen bonding network can be extracted
by studying the N-H stretching vibrational modes, which confirm these observations as
described below.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: (a) Temperature dependent variation of IR spectra in the 1280-1675 cm-1 spectral range. The
dashed line shows the evolution of new peaks at low temperature. (b) Frequency versus temperature plot
of peak positions in the 1300-1630 cm-1 region.

4.3.2. Hydrogen bonding network in L-Leucine below 240 K
The asymmetric unit of L-Leucine consists of two types of molecules named as Leu-A and
Leu-B (Figure 4.2). There are a total of seven N-H---O hydrogen bonds including one
bifurcated hydrogen bond [87]. Out of these, 5 are in the ac-plane and two hydrogen bonds
are approximately along the b-axis. In addition, there is a C-H---O hydrogen bond [87]. The
bond parameters of these hydrogen bonds as reported in the recent single crystal neutron
diffraction study [87] at 300 K and 120 K have been tabulated in Table 4.2. However, their
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(b)
(a)

Figure 4.6: (a) Temperature dependent variation of IR spectra of L-leucine in the NH and CH stretching
region in the 2000-3300 cm-1 spectral range. The dashed line shows the evolution of N-H stretching peaks
at low temperatures. (b) Frequency versus temperature plot of the IR peak positions in the 2565 -3080 cm1

spectral range.

Table 4.2:Hydrogen bond parameters of Leu-A and Leu-B molecules as obtained from reference [87],
along with the low temperature behavior of N-H stretching modes of both Leucine molecules.

Hydrogen
bonds

Temp.
(K)

H--O(Å)[87]

N--O(Å)[87
]

Angle
(°)[87]

N1-H2---O2

300
120
300
120
300
120
300
120
300
120
300
120
300
120

1.881
1.886
1.716
1.673
1.835
1.852
1.715
1.690
1.835
1.836
2.071
2.208
2.110
1.970

2.887
2.897
2.775
2.745
2.817
2.812
2.756
2.751
2.855
2.860
2.952
2.999
3.068
2.970

168.4
170.0
176.1
178.2
155.0
151.0
174.5
173.3
169.6
166.8
141.8
132.1
153.3
162.2

N1-H3---O3
N1-H4---O3
N2-H16---O1
N2-H15---O4
N2-H17---O1
N2-H17---O2
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behaviors in the intermediate temperature range are unclear which could give information on
possible phase transitions. The spectroscopic signatures of the corresponding stretching
vibrational modes can thus be exploited to understand the changes at the molecular level. The
IR spectral region 2500-3000 cm-1 consists of the stretching vibrational modes and is shown
in Figure 4.6(a). But, this region is very complex due to various overtone and combination
modes apart from N-H and C-H stretching modes and the precise vibrational frequencies of
N-H stretching modes are not available in the reported experimental data. Hence, in order to
mark the possible assignments, we have taken help from various empirical correlation plots
between N-H stretching frequencies and the corresponding N---O distances and the
theoretical predictions [59, 62].
Among the three hydrogen atoms (H2, H3, H4) of the amino group of Leu-A
molecule, two are hydrogen bonded to nearby Leu-B molecules nearly along the a- and caxes respectively via their carboxyl groups, as N1-H3---O3 and N1-H4---O3, as shown in
Figure 4.7(a). The bond parameters reported in the single crystal neutron diffraction studies
are: (a) N1-H3---O3: N---O = 2.775(5) Å, H---O = 1.716(9) Å, N-H---O = 176.1(8)°, and
(b) N1-H4---O3: N---O = 2.817(5) Å, H---O = 1.835(10) Å, N-H---O = 155.0(8)° [87].
These correspond to inter-molecular hydrogen bonding between NH3 + and COO - units. The
correlation plots suggest that the N-H stretching frequencies corresponding to these hydrogen
bonds are expected at around 2640 cm-1 and 2790 cm-1 respectively. We indeed observed
peaks near these frequencies at 2625 cm-1 and 2815 cm-1 respectively, the features of which
resemble the N-H stretching modes generally observed in the IR spectra of amino acids.
Hence, the modes at 2625 cm-1 and 2815 cm-1 can be assigned to the N1-H3 and N1-H4
stretching modes respectively.
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The temperature induced variations of these stretching frequencies have been plotted in
Figure 4.6(b). Interestingly, N1-H3 stretching mode shows softening upon cooling which is

Figure 4.7: Hydrogen bonding in the two L-Leucine molecules (hydrophobic chains have been omitted for
clarity) (a) in the ac-plane: Leu-A molecule having amino group (N1-H2/ H3/ H4) with two hydrogen
bonds in the ac-plane (N1-H4---O3 and N1-H3---O3) along c- and a- axes respectively. Leu-B molecule
having amino group (N2-H15/ H16/ H17) with three hydrogen bonds in the ac-plane (N2-H16---O1, N2H17---O1 and N2-H17---O2). (b) Along b-direction: Leu-A and Leu-B molecules with hydrogen bonds N1H2---O2 and N2-H15---O4 respectively. (c) Bonding details of the bifurcated hydrogen bond.

shown in Figure 4.6b. Interestingly, N1-H3 stretching mode shows softening upon cooling
which represents the strengthening of H3---O3 hydrogen bond. This is also supported by the
shortening of the H3---O3 hydrogen bond distance as reported by low temperature single
crystal studies [87]. The other stretching frequency, i.e., N1-H4 shows stiffening upon
cooling, which implies weakening of H4---O3 hydrogen bond.
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In the Leu-B molecule, the hydrogen atoms covalently bonded to nitrogen (N2) have
been marked as H15, H16 and H17. The H16 hydrogen atom is connected to O1 atom of LeuA molecule through N2-H16---O1 hydrogen bond along the c-axis, as shown in Figure 4.7(a).
The second hydrogen atom (H15) forms hydrogen bond with the other Leu-B molecule, via,
N2-H15---O4 approximately along the b-axis. The temperature effects on these two hydrogen
bonds have been described later. Finally, the Leu-B molecule also forms a bifurcated
hydrogen bond with carboxyl group of Leu-A as N2-H17---O1 and N2-H17---O2 nearly
along the a-axis as shown in Figure 4.7(a) and Figure 4.7(c). The hydrogen bond parameters
of the bifurcated bond are (a) N---O = 2.952(5) Å, H---O = 2.071(15) Å, N-H---O =
141.8(11)° for N2-H17---O1, and (b) N---O = 3.068(6) Å, H---O = 2.110(10) Å, N-H---O
= 153.3(13)° for N2-H17---O2 [87]. In order to estimate the approximate position of the
corresponding covalent N-H stretching frequency using the correlation plots, we marked the
frequency value for the average of the corresponding N---O distances. This value was found
to be around 3100 cm-1 . At close to this value, a clear peak can be found at ~ 3065 cm-1 in the
IR spectrum as shown in Figure 4.6(a). The assignment of this peak to the N-H stretching
mode has also been confirmed from the reported Raman spectrum [86]. Interestingly, this
mode stiffens upon cooling down to 240 K, after which a softening behavior has been
observed. As this mode corresponds to a bifurcated hydrogen bond, this behavior may be an
indication of orientational changes in the amino group of Leu-B molecule across 240 K. To
explain this peculiar behavior, we have to study the other hydrogen bonds connected to the
acceptor O1 and O2 oxygen atoms. The hydrogen bonds connected to O1 and O2 are: N2H17---O1---H16-N2 (see Figure 4.7a) and N2-H17---O2---H2-N1 (see Figure 4.7a and
Figure 4.7b) of next Leu-B and Leu-A amino groups along c- and b-axes respectively (also
shown in Figure 4.7c). The N2-H16---O1 and N1-H2---O2 hydrogen bonds indeed show
opposite low temperature behavior as shown in Figure 4.6. The N-H stretching frequency
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corresponding to N2-H16---O1 hydrogen bond obtained from empirical correlations is around
~ 2590 cm-1 . We observed the frequency in the IR spectrum at ~ 2580 cm-1 . This frequency
softens upon cooling as shown in Figure 4.6(b). Similarly, for the other hydrogen bond, i.e.,
N1-H2---O2, the expected and observed N-H stretching frequencies are 2990 cm-1 and 2997
cm-1 respectively, which stiffens upon lowering the temperature as shown in Figure 4.6(b).
The relative rate of strengthening of N2-H16---O1 hydrogen bond (dν̃/dT (N2-H16) = 0.040
cm-1 /K) is higher than the rate of weakening of N1-H2---O2 hydrogen bond (dν̃/dT (N1-H2)
= 0.025 cm-1 /K) on cooling up to 240 K, whereas the rate of variations are almost similar at
further lower temperatures. This is well reflected by the stiffening of the N2-H17 stretching
frequency up to 240 K. However, an opposite effect is observed below 240 K, which implies
that if one compares the room temperature and low temperature structures (nearly 100 K or
lower), no appreciable change would be noticed in the N2-H17 bond distance. These
observations provide the explanation to the reported variations in bond distances and angles
at 300 and 120 K using single crystal diffraction studies [87] (also included in Table 4.2) and
also explain why no change in N2-H17 bond length (~1.033 Å) was found. In addition, the
present studies also bring into light the significant variations due to temperature effects in the
intermediate temperature range. The third hydrogen bonding of Leu-B molecule is via, N2H15---O4 as shown in Figure 4.7(b). The corresponding N-H stretching frequency obtained
from empirical relations is at 2938 cm-1 . In the IR spectra, shown in Figure 4.6, the region
around 2900-2950 cm-1 consists of several modes in addition to some shoulder peaks, which
makes the unambiguous assignment of N2-H15 stretching mode difficult. However, all the
modes lying in this region show stiffening behavior as the temperature is reduced. Thus, we
may conclude that the N2-H15---O4 hydrogen bond weakens at low temperatures. This is in
good agreement with the low temperature single crystal studies which reported elongation in
the H15---O4 bond at 120 K [87].
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To summarize, the stiffening behavior of N-H stretching frequencies corresponding to
hydrogen bonds lying approximately along the b-axis (N1-H2---O2 and N2-H15---O4) upon
cooling indicates an overall elongation of hydrogen bonds in this direction. The hydrogen
bonds along c-axis show compression (N2-H16---O1) as well as elongation (N1-H4---O3) on
lowering the temperature. However, the rate of elongation in the N2-H16 stretching
frequency is about 0.045%, whereas the rate of reduction in the N1-H4 stretching frequency
is about 0.040% upon cooling. Hence, the effect of compression may be larger than the effect
of elongation along c-axis on lowering the temperature. Along the a-axis, the N1-H3
stretching mode softens upon cooling and the N2-H17 stretching mode though initially
stiffens upto 240 K, also shows a softening behavior below 240 K. Therefore, there is an
overall compression of hydrogen bonds along a-direction below 240 K. As a result, the 2-D
layers in the ac-planes are more compact below 240 K and well separated from each other
along b-direction (see Figure 4.7 a).
Further, the τ(NH3 ) (torsional) mode (~ 512 cm-1 ), which also provides information on
hydrogen bonding, is very weak to be observed at ambient conditions (Figure 4.3). Upon
cooling down to 210 K, we could clearly observe the increase in intensity of this mode and
the peak position shows a large stiffening behavior (Figure 4.3a) similar to the case of αglycine [251]. Another band linked to this mode, i.e., the characteristic zwitterionic mode
around 2130 cm-1 (indicator band): a combination of NH3 deformation (~ 1608 cm-1 ) and NH3
torsional (~ 512 cm-1 ) modes shows monotonous stiffening upon cooling.
4.3.3. Reorientational changes across 150 K
The spectral range 30-80 cm-1 consists of three lattice modes at 45, 52, and 70 cm-1 which are
very weak at ambient conditions (Figure 4.8a). Consistent with the reported LT- Raman
studies[86], the mode at ~ 70 cm-1 shows a small discontinuity at around 240 K as shown in
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Figure 4.8b, in addition to the emergence of a new shoulder mode across 150 K on the low
frequency side, which shows softening behavior below 150 K.

Figure 4.8:(a) Temperature dependent variation of IR peak positions in 30-90 cm-1 spectral range. (b)
Frequency versus temperature plot of IR peak at 70 cm-1 wavenumber.

The region 90-150 cm-1 consists of three modes at 107, 122 and 138 cm-1 as shown in Figure
4.9 inset. The peak at 107 cm-1 corresponds to torsional vibrations of τ(C3 C4 ) [For notation
see Figure 4.2]. We have analysed full width half maximum (FWHM) of these modes in
order to understand the possibility of orientational changes associated with the hydrocarbon
chain, by carrying out the Carabatos-Nedelec and Becker approach[256]. According to this
approach, the displacement of an atom or molecule with the orientational disorder can be
correlated with the self-diffusion process. This has been further characterized by jumping
from one orientation form to another or from one potential well to another. The mean
orientational correlation time (τR) for this jump is given as:
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𝜏𝑅 = τ∞ . 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐸𝑎 /𝑅̅𝑇)

(4.1)

where, τ∞ is the relaxation time at infinite temperature, Ea is the height of the potential
barrier for reorientation; 𝑅̅ is the Gas Constant (8.3144 Х 10-3 KJ K -1 mol-1 ) at temperature T.
When 4π2 ν 2 τR2 >>1, where, ν is the frequency of a particular phonon mode, then the
expression for the temperature dependence of the FWHM (Г) can be described as
follows[256]:

Г(𝑇) = (𝑎 + 𝑏𝑇) + 𝐶 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐸𝑎 /𝑅̅𝑇)

(4.2)

where, a, b, C and Ea are fitted parameters. The first term “(a+ bT)” (linear)in
equation (4.2) describes the vibrational relaxation or anharmonicity and the second term
(exponential) describes thermal reorientation mechanism of the diffuse nature of the
associated modes [256]. Upon analysing the FWHM for the torsional modes, the mode at 107
cm-1 (τ(C3 C4 )) as fitted with Gaussian function and plotted in the temperature range 300 - 4.3
K in Figure 4.9, showed an interesting behavior. Its FWHM decreases upon lowering the
temperature down to 150 K as shown in Figure 4.9. The obtained parameters upon fitting the
FWHM with equation (4.2) have been tabulated in Table 4.3. The activation energy, Ea , is
found to be 16.3 KJ/mol, which is in good agreement with the reported NMR results[151].
Upon further cooling below 150 K, the FWHM, surprisingly, starts increasing linearly,
indicating another phase transition.
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Figure 4.9: Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of (C3 C4 ) torsion mode, i.e.,τ(C3 C4 ) at 107 cm-1 , in the
temperature range 300 – 4.3 K. Inset: Fitted IR spectrum of L-Leucine at 300 K in 80 – 160 cm-1 spectral
range.

Table 4.3:The fitted parameters a, b, C and Ea from equation (4.2), for the temperature dependence of
FWHM of τ(C3 C4 ) mode in the temperature ranges 300 – 150 K and 150 – 4.3 K.

Fitting
Parameters
a (cm-1 )
b (cm-1 K-1 )
C (cm-1 )
Ea (KJ mol-1 )

T = 300 - 150 K

Error

T = 150 - 4.3 K

Error

9.999
-0.002
4503.956
16.365

1.389
0.009
6457.101
4.030

14.744
-0.034
-

0.172
0.002
-

The mechanism of phase transition can be explained as follows. The high activation energy
indicates a high disorder in the orientation of the branched hydrophobic chain. Below 150 K,
the dominant linear dependence of FWHM of τ(C3 C4 ) mode suggests a vibrational relaxation
process. In other words, the negligible contribution of the exponential term implies large
reduction in the activation energy. Hence, the torsional motion of τ(C 3 C4 ) tends to freeze and
a relatively ordered configuration is obtained. It is noteworthy that the changes in the
branched chains around 150 K are also supported by the reported proton magnetic studies
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[153]. The decrease of activation energy at low temperatures is well supported by the
exothermic peak at 150 K in the reported DSC measurements [86]. Hence, based on the
results from our IR study and the reported NMR and DSC studies [86, 151], it can be
concluded that the changes around 150 K are due to the hydrophobic chain in L-Leucine.
Thus, we see that there are definitive signatures of orientational changes at the
molecular level related to hydrogen bonding network and the hydrophobic chains of LLeucine which can cause preferred

molecular re-arrangements and

hydrogen bond

reorientations upon cooling. These molecular re-arrangements may further trigger the
structural phase transitions at low temperatures. However, similar molecular changes have
also been observed in other amino acids which may be the necessary but not sufficient
condition for the structural phase transitions to occur at low temperatures as the stability of
amino acids with respect to transitions depend upon several factors such as thermal prehistory of the sample [83], size effect (sample particle size) [257], heating/cooling rates [80]
etc. For example, in L-Cysteine [(NH3 )+CH(CH2 SH)(COO)-] (orthorhombic, P21 21 21 space
group), while DSC data did not provide signatures of phase transition, the lattice parameters
depicted subtle changes around 240 K, as shown by powder XRD studies [81]. Finally, the
neutron scattering technique suggested a dynamical transition around 150 K (in picosecond to
nanosecond time scale range), whereas Raman scattering provided information on weak S-H--S/ S-H---O hydrogen bonds [81, 83]. Adiabatic calorimetric studies were used to show
ordering of thiol groups at 70 K [82, 83] to be corroborated with signatures of transition at 30
K using single crystal XRD study[258].
However, in DL-cysteine single crystals (monoclinic, P21 /a space group), a phase
transition was shown by DSC, XRD and Raman spectroscopy upon cooling down to 206 K
accompanied by the change in torsion angles (rotation of the side chain) and re-arrangement
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of the hydrogen bonds network [80]. The sample has been observed to show fragmentation
upon cooling in phase II. On slow heating in phase II, it shows reverse transition to ambient
phase at 305 K. When subjected to a second temperature cycle, the sample showed transition
at ~ 245-230 K temperature range upon fast cooling and in the 288-300 K range on reverse
heating to the ambient phase. Interestingly, the powder sample obtained by grinding the
single crystal of DL-Cysteine with size ~ 1 μm showed no phase transition upon cooling
down to 100 K, as suggested by spectroscopic, DSC and diffraction studies [257]. Similarly,
different dynamics were observed for L-serine and DL-serine [(NH3 )+CH(CH2 OH)(COO)-]
due to diverse hydrogen bonding response to cooling as inferred from inelastic neutron and
Raman scattering studies [84]. For L-serine, a transition was observed at ~ 140 K due to the
reorientational change in the –CH2 OH side chain of the zwitterions and no transition was
observed for DL-serine [85].
Further, deuteration of sample although does not generally affect the nature of phase
transition, but it has also been shown to cause the changes in the phase transition
temperatures and also a different hydrogen bonding arrangement at varying thermodynamic
conditions. For example, in the simplest amino acid, α-glycine [NH3 +CH2 COO -], subtle
reorientational changes in the carboxyl moieties upon cooling, lead to change in the
hydrogen-bonding network at around 210 K and 180 K, with no structural phase transition at
low temperatures [251]. In deuterated α-glycine, opposite behavior of hydrogen bonds were
observed when cooled down to 180 K, below which similar strength of hydrogen bonds were
observed as that for the hydrogenated α-glycine [251]. In another simplest chiral amino acid,
L-alanine, low temperature studies showed changes around 220 K which has been attributed
to the Jahn-Teller effect [259]. This was observed due to the coupling of NH3 group with the
lattice modes which lead to lattice instability around 220 K, but no structural phase transition
was observed upon cooling. However, significant effects were observed on the strength of
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hydrogen bonds upon deuteration of L-alanine upon cooling [211]. The N-D covalent bond
lengths were elongated compared to N-H bond lengths, which causes notable increase in one
of the hydrogen bond lengths (D3---O2) that link the alanine molecules into columns.
Simultaneously, a new mode in the lattice region of the low temperature Raman spectra
around 170 K pointed towards a structural phase transition [211]. In the D-enantiomer of
alanine, i.e., D-alanine, a structural phase transition was observed upon cooling [260]. Low
temperature spectroscopic studies suggested change in the intensities of lattice modes and
appearance of new modes below 220 K [260]. The LT neutron powder diffraction (NPD)
study suggested diverse response of all the three different N-D covalent bonds for the Dalanine, whereas in L-alanine, two of the three N-D stretching modes show similar behavior
[260]. This study also suggested different dynamics of hydrogen bonding network for Lalanine and D-alanine due to different crystal packing at low temperatures.
Thus we see that different molecular units are activated at different temperature and
energy (time) scales which can be recorded using different techniques. This shows that
detection of phase transition parameters may also be a technique dependent observation. In
the case of L-Leucine, LT-FTIR spectroscopic studies have suggested changes around 240 K
due to rearrangement in the hydrogen bonding network, which is well supported by the
previous PMR, DSC and Raman studies [86, 153]. The change around 150 K are due to the
conformational and orientational changes in the hydrophobic chains and can be corroborated
with the PMR, DSC and neutron scattering results [86, 153]. Thus, in light of the conflicting
reports from powder and single crystal diffraction studies, we speculate that the case of LLeucine may be similar to that of α-glycine. In L-Leucine, preferred molecular reorientations
and strengthening of 2-D layered hydrogen bonds take place across 150 K and 240 K
respectively, which might result in subtle adjustment of the monoclinic angle observed in
powder diffraction studies. It is imperative that a concerted analysis of spectroscopic and
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high-resolution diffraction data on powder as well as single crystals of L-Leucine and other
amino acids as well as their deuterated analogues would be vital to understand the trend of
molecular motions and reaction pathways in such systems under varying conditions.

4.4. Summary
To summarize, the first systematic low temperature infrared spectroscopic study has been
reported on L-Leucine. Notable spectral changes observed at two temperatures of ~150 K and
~240 K provide evidences of phase transitions. The transition at 150 K is governed by the
hydrophobic chain where drastic changes in the FWHM of the torsional τ(C3 C4 ) mode were
observed. The second transition at 240 K is associated with the hydrogen bond network
(between NH3 + and COO - entities). The weakening of hydrogen bonds along b-axis upon
lowering of temperature causes elongation along this direction, whereas a net compression,
and therefore strengthening of hydrogen bonds takes place along the approximate ~ a- and cdirections. Hence, owing to stronger hydrogen bonds in the ac-plane below 240 K, compact
2-D layers are formed, which are well separated from each other in the b-direction. Thus, we
have observed definitive signatures of low temperature transitions at the molecular level in LLeucine, the mechanisms of which would be helpful in understanding the physico-chemical
properties of this important amino acid and harnessing its non-linear and pharmaceutical
applications.
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Chapter 5: Variable Temperature Studies on Metal-Organic
Complex trans-PtCl2(PEt3)2
5.1. Introduction
Metal-organic complexes have applications in the fields of catalysis [24], drug delivery [2530], gas storage [31, 32], and pharmacy [25, 32-35] due to their porous structure formed by
organic linkers, thus attracting researchers in the fields of materials science and crystal
engineering. The molecular geometry, metal-ligand bonding and directional supramolecular
architecture are among the most vital physical properties of metal-organic complexes, which
govern their applications and have direct correlation with their stereochemistry and latticescale interactions. Since their discovery, there have been several efforts to tune their
structural properties by various methods in order to further improve/ optimize their
capabilities which have profound effect on their applications. This tuning can be performed
by modifying the size of the linking group, changing the metal salt to which linking (organic)
group is attached and by altering the experimental conditions like thermodynamic parameters.
Such changes cause modifications in the inter-atomic separations, which may sometimes lead
to phase transitions. In this regard, the platinum (II) coordination compounds with square
planar structure, which have wide range of applications, are ideal candidates to study the
effects of change in thermodynamic environment.
Among the structural isomers with different ligands

[261], metal complexes

containing Phosphine (PR3 ) ligands have attracted considerable attention due to their
potential applications as catalysts and precursors in the synthesis of organic compounds in
pharmaceutical industry [161]. However, a thorough understanding of the microscopic
structure is essential to exploit their bonding and geometrical properties to realize useful
structural frameworks. The Pt(II) complex with phosphine ligand, i.e., PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 , where Et
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is ethyl group (C 2 H5 ), exists in two isomeric structures, cis- and trans-. With bulkier groups
(PEt3 ) placed diagonally opposite to the central Pt atom, trans-isomeric structure is expected
to have less steric repulsion as compared to the cis-isomer where PEt3 groups lie on the same
side of the central atom. The studies carried out on thermodynamic equilibrium have
indicated more stability of cis-isomer compared to that of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 [262]. The
interpretation of this remained ambiguous for several years, as the arguments, given for
higher stability of cis-isomer, based on higher degree of partial double bond character of
metal-ligand bonds [262, 263] were put to rest by the structural studies which showed
dominant single bond character of Pt-Cl, P-C and C-C bonds [264]. Nonetheless, it is
established that the strength of Pt-P bond is crucial to determine the structural stability of
these compounds, which depends on various factors like the substituent in the cis-position to
P, π-bonding etc. [264, 265]. Later, while Huheey et al. attributed the strength of Pt-P bond
(in M-PR3 ) to the back donation of charges from metal d orbitals to the 3d orbitals of P atom
[266], subsequent studies by Xiao et al. showed that the σ* antibonding orbitals of P-C
accommodate the back donation charges from the metal atom, owing to their lower energy
[267]. Since then, there have been lots of efforts to tune the π-back bonding properties for
synthetic transformation [268], change in the redox potential [269], and metal reactivity [270]
using chemical methods. Interestingly, a change in thermodynamic parameters provides the
cleanest way to understand the effects of change in inter-atomic distances and consequently
study the structural and bonding properties.
The structural tuning of trans- and cis-isomers of platinum II complexes is also of
interest in the pharmacological industry, as one of the oldest drugs showing anticancer
activity is cisplatin (PtCl2 (NH3 )2 ) with square planar structure, but has toxic effects. The
transplatin geometry, found unfavourable to interact with the DNA, primarily due to the
stereochemistry [163], is relatively less toxic; which led to the use of cis- and trans- isomeric
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combinations (cisplatin, oxaliplatin etc.) in chemotherapy [162]. The molecular structure and
symmetry of Pt(II)-complexes, which depend upon the ligands present, are also important to
determine the properties like photoluminescence quantum yield, and electroluminescence
efficacy in organic LED applications [158-160].
The present thesis presents detailed investigations on square planar Pt(II) complex
trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 under varying thermodynamic environments, i.e., at low temperatures as
well as high pressure conditions. We first report the low temperature studies on this
compound in this chapter, which will be followed by high pressure investigations in the next
chapter. Owing to the presence of organic and halide groups at a short non-bonded distance
of ~ 2.7 Å at ambient conditions, it is also an interesting candidate to explore the possibility
of hydrogen bond assisted supramolecular architecture in dense phases. In addition, given the
importance of organic ligands in the structural stability, low temperature studies of metal
organic complexes are important in light of the reports that freezing of methyl groups is
associated with a dynamical phase transition [271].
In this chapter, low temperture studies on trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 have been reported using
combined Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and Raman spectroscopy in a wide spectral
range to understand the molecular structure. The results have also been compared with the
low temperature behavior of cis-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 , structural isomer of this compound.

5.2. Experimental details
For the comparative studies of these isomers (cis and trans), the low frequency region of the
Raman spectra of these isomers were recorded using Bruker MultiRAM FT-Raman
spectrometer. The sample was excited using 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser with 100 mW power.
LN2 cooled Ge detector was used to collect the radiation scattered from the sample. A total of
100 scans were recorded at a 1 cm-1 resolution in the 50-3600 cm-1 spectral range. The sample
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was mounted on the sample holder and was continously cooled using liquid nitrogen for low
temperature measurements. Variable infrared spectroscopic studies have been carried out on
the powder sample of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 from room temperature down to 4.2 K in the 140 –
3200 cm-1 spectral range. The in-situ LT-IR spectra were recorded using Bruker Vertex 80V
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer coupled with continous flow cryostat. FIR spectra
(140–650 cm-1 ) were measuredusing Hg source, Mylar beamsplitter and FIR-DTGS detector
at a resolution of 2 cm-1 .The MIR spectra (500–3500 cm-1 ) measurements were carried out
using thermal source with KBr beamsplitter and LN 2 cooled MCT detector at a resolution of
1 cm-1 . The variable LT-Raman measurements were carried out using triple stage Raman
spectrograph (HORIBA JobinYvon’s T64000) equipped with LN 2 cooled CCD detector. The
data were recorded in the subtractive mode in the 10 – 3000 cm-1 spectral range at a
resolution of 4 cm-1 . The temperature was varied using LINK control software in the system
controller from 300 K down to 77 K (THMS600 Linkam stage).

5.3. Molecular structure of trans-PtCl2(PEt3)2:
trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 crystallize in a monoclinic structure with P21 /n space group (No. 14)
[264]. The molecule has square planar geometry with centre of symmetry at the platinum
atom, which implies that the two chlorine atoms as well as two other PEt 3 ligands are placed
diagonally opposite as shown in Figure 5.1.
The electronic configuration of Pt atom is [Xe] 4f 14 5d9 6s1 . In the square planar
structure, withPt 2+ configuration, the outermost d8 orbitals become non-degenerate due to the
electrostatic field of ligands leaving the dx2 -y2 orbital empty, while other four d orbitals are
fully filled. In the coordinate bond between Pt and P atom, the lone pair from P is donated to
this empty orbital. In the ligand PEt3 , 3p orbitals of phosphorous and p orbitals of all carbon
atoms attached to the P atom form bonding (σ) and antibonding (σ*) molecular orbitals.
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Figure 5.1: trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 molecule with central Platinum atom (Silver), Chlorine atom (green),
Carbon atom (Grey) and Hydrogen atom (white).

While all bonding σ orbitals are completely filled, the antibonding σ* orbitals (possessing π
symmetry) are unoccupied. It is due to the relatively lower energy of σ* molecular orbitals of
P-C than the empty 3d orbitals of P atom that the electron density from the dxy orbital of the
platinum atom are back donated to σ*, which is known as π-back bonding (Figure 5.2).

(Y)

(X)

Figure 5.2: Schematic of the bonding arrangements in the molecular units of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 (distances
and angles not to scale). The white orbitals along x&y axes correspond to d x 2 -y2 (empty) and green
corresponds to d xy (filled) orbital of Pt. The lone pair of electron from P atom goes to empty d x 2 -y2 orbital
of Pt (straight arrows) and the electron from d xy orbital of Pt goes to empty antibonding σ* orbital of P-C
(curved arrows).
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Thus, the bonding of phosphine ligands to metal center consists of two important
components [272]. First is sigma donation from phosphorous to metal atom – forming the
coordinate bond and second is the π-back bonding – which also has an influence on the
strength of Pt-P bond [264, 272].

5.4. Results and discussion
5.4.1. Spectroscopic characterization at ambient conditions
The vibrational spectra (Raman and IR) of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 can broadly be divided in four
regions. In Figure 5.3a, the first region below 150 cm-1 contains lattice vibrations. The second
region 150 – 600 cm-1 consists of skeletal vibrations, i.e., stretching (Pt-Cl – 334 cm-1 and PtP – 433 cm-1 ) and deformation modes δ(P-Pt-Cl) (155 cm-1 ), γ(P-Pt-Cl) (233 cm-1 ), δ(Pt-Cl2 )
(167 cm-1 ) (γ - out of plane, δ - in plane bending) [273]. Third is the fingerprint region (600 –
1800 cm-1 ) of the ligands (triethylphosphine), i.e., their skeletal and deformation modes. The
assignments

were

carried

out

using

reported

vibrational

mode

assignments

of

triethylphosphine, ethyl alcohol, metal (Pd, Ni, Pt etc.) complexes with trimethylphospine
and triethylphosphine ligands etc. [274-278]. In this region, the P-C stretching IR and Raman
modes are distinctly observed at 632 cm-1 and 643 cm-1 respectively, whereas the C-C
stretching region (~1000 cm-1 ) is relatively complex (Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b). The
modes observed between 700 and 800 cm-1 correspond to skeletal modes of PEt3 and CH2
rock, whereas C-CH3 rocking IR and Raman modes are observed at 1030 cm-1 and 1047 cm1 respectively

[276, 279]. Spectral range 1250 - 1500 cm-1 consists of CH2 wagging (IR –

1257 cm-1 , Raman – 1243 cm-1 ), CH3 scissoring (IR – 1412 cm-1 , Raman – 1421 cm-1 ) and
symmetric and asymmetric deformation modes of CH2 and CH3 . The fourth spectral region
2800 – 3200 cm-1 shows the corresponding stretching modes. The symmetric stretching (ν s)
modes lie at lower frequencies compared to the asymmetric (νas) ones. Thus, these modes are
observed at: νsCH3 – 2876 cm-1 (Raman), 2874 cm-1 (IR); νasCH3 – 2966 cm-1 (Raman), 2964
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cm-1 (IR); νsCH2 – 2913 cm-1 (Raman), 2914 cm-1 (IR); νasCH2 – 2941 cm-1 (Raman), 2930
cm-1 (IR), as shown in Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b [276].

Figure 5.3: (a) FT-Raman and (b)FT-IR spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 at ambient conditions. γ – out of
plane bend, δ – in-plane bend, νs – symmetric stretch, ν as – asymmetric stretch, ω – wagging, das –
asymmetric deformation, ds – symmetric deformation.

5.4.2. Low temperature Spectroscopic Studies
The changes associated with the metal – ligand bonds and hence the crystal symmetry can be
probed by studying the lattice and skeletal vibrational modes which are generally observed in
the low frequency regions of the infrared (IR)/ Raman spectrum. Our preliminary Low
temperature-FT Raman study on the structural isomers of this compound (cis- and trans-) at
two temperatures of 300 K and 77 K in the spectral range 60 – 600 cm-1 showed drastic
alterations in the skeletal Raman modes of trans-isomer upon cooling as shown in Figure
5.4(Right), whereas relatively no change was detected in the spectrum of cis-isomer as shown
in Figure 5.4. In the Raman spectra of cis-isomer, blue shifting and increased sharpness of the
vibrational modes are the only features which are clearly visible in the spectrum upon
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cooling. Except these features, there are no major changes in the two spectra and the lattice
region also remains intact. However, in the trans-isomer, the low temperature spectra show
significant changes, which have been systematically studied and presented in the following
sections.

Figure 5.4: (Left to Right) FT-Raman spectra of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 in the region 50-460 cm-1 . New peaks
emerged at low temperature have been marked as asterisk (*).

a) Temperature dependent IR and

Raman studies of Lattice and Skeletal

vibratio na l modes:
Figure 5.5 represents Raman and IR spectra of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 in the frequency regions
below 200 cm-1 . Figure 5.6a represents low temperature Raman spectra in the 200 – 640 cm-1
spectral range and Figure 5.6b represents the Raman peak positions versus temperature plots
in the 10 – 650 cm-1 spectral range. Figure 5.7a represents low temperature IR spectra in the
200 – 650 cm-1 spectral range and Figure 5.7b represents the IR peak positions versus
temperature plots in the 160 – 640 cm-1 spectral region for trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 . In the Raman
spectra, the lattice modes at 20 and 23 cm-1 show initial softening upto 173 K, followed by
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Figure 5.5: Low temperature spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 (a) Raman (spectral range : 5-220 cm-1 ) and (b)
IR (spectral range : 140-220 cm-1 ) spectra.

stiffening up to 133 K as shown in Figure 5.5a and Figure 5.5b. Also, at temperatures close to
130 K, a sudden increase in intensity of lattice modes is observed as shown in Figure 5.5a.
Below this temperature, the peak positions as well as intensities do not show any appreciable
changes (Figure 5.5a and Figure 5.6b). New modes also appear in the Raman spectra at ~ 71
and 147 cm-1 across 180 K and 130 K respectively, which stiffen upon cooling (marked with
* in Figure 5.5a). Similarly, in the IR spectra, a weak feature is also observed to be emerging
at ~ 147 cm-1 across 130 K (Figure 5.5b). Among the skeletal modes, the δ(Pt-Cl2 ) Raman as
well as IR modes at 165 and 167 cm-1 respectively remain almost unaltered with temperature
(Figure 5.5,Figure 5.6b,Figure 5.7b). The broad band in the IR spectra which spans the region
150 – 200 cm-1 is completely resolved upon cooling down to 180 K and transforms to four
clear peaks at further lower temperatures (Figure 5.5b). The deformation mode γ(P-Pt-Cl),
which is observed at 233 and 228 cm-1 in the Raman and IR spectra respectively initially
shows systematic stiffening upon cooling down to 130 K (Figure 5.6b and Figure 5.7b
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respectively). These peak positions reach a plateau at nearly 130 K, beyond which they do
not show any shift. However, a new mode is clearly seen to appear around 250 cm-1 in the IR
spectra below 130 K (marked with * in Figure 5.7a), which strengthens at lower
temperatures. The IR and Raman modes corresponding to ν(Pt-Cl) (341 and 329 cm-1
respectively) and ν(Pt-P) (417 and 429 cm-1 respectively) stretching vibrations show small
but monotonous stiffening upon cooling, with a small change in the rate of variations across
130 K, up to the lowest temperature measured, implying systematic strengthening of the
skeletal bonds (Figure 5.7b and Figure 5.6b respectively).

Figure 5.6: (a) Low temperature Raman spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the 210 – 650 cm-1 region. (b)
Variation of Raman active modes at low temperatures in the 10 – 650 cm-1 spectral range. Dotted vertical
lines are drawn at 130 and 180 K. Open circles represent new mode emerging at low temperatures.
Symbols: δ = in-plane bending, γ = out-of-pl ane bending, and ν = stretching vibration.
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The shoulder (333 cm-1 ) developing on the lower frequency side of the ν as(Pt-Cl) (asymmetric
stretching) IR mode transforms to a clear peak below 180 K and it softens upon further
cooling (Figure 5.7a).

Figure 5.7: (a) Low temperature IR spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the 220 – 650 cm-1 spectral region.
Dashed lines indicate new peaks emerging at low temperatures. (b) Variation of IR peak positions at low
temperatures in the 160 – 640 cm-1 spectral range. Dotted vertical lines are drawn at 130 and 180 K. Open
circles represent new modes appearing upon cooling.

In the phosphine ligand, the ν(P-C) IR mode at 634 cm-1 shows an increase in the rate
of stiffening (~ 0.028 cm-1 /K below 180 K) upon cooling below 180 K with a new shoulder
appearing on the low frequency side (~ 633 cm-1 at 180 K), which shows small softening
upon cooling, as shown in Figure 5.7a. The ν(P-C) Raman mode at 632 cm-1 shows stiffening
behavior upon cooling in the 173-133 K temperature range (Figure 5.6b). Across 130 K, it
shows discontinuous shift to a higher value. Further, most of the vibrational modes in the
region 10 – 650 cm-1 show slope change in the frequency versus temperature plots across 180
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K and 130 K. In summary, the features like appearance of new modes in the lattice and
skeletal regions, abrupt changes in the rate of variation of frequencies and change in the
relative intensity of some vibrational modes in the low frequency regions of infrared and
Raman spectra are clear indications of phase transition in trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 across 180 K and
130 K. The changes occurring in the organic ligands groups can provide further insights into
the nature of these transitions.

b) Changes associated with organic ligands – IR and Raman deformatio n modes:
The internal vibrational modes of the organic ligands are also expected to show similar
changes under temperature induced contraction [280]. Indeed, the systematic IR spectra at
various temperatures in the range 4.2 – 300 K, shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 reveal that
the orientational changes associated with the organic ligand groups take place at temperatures
of 180 and 130 K. The IR spectral region 700 – 800 cm-1 (skeletal modes of PEt3 and CH2
rock), becomes complex upon cooling due to splitting and appearance of new modes across
180 K and 130 K as shown in Figure 5.8a. A new mode also appears around 1003 cm-1 (near
ν(C-C) IR mode) below 180 K which softens and shows a large increase in the relative
intensity upon cooling, as shown in Figure 5.8a. The C-CH3 rocking IR mode at 1032 cm-1
stiffens in the 180 – 130 K temperature range, with the appearance of new shoulder (~1030
cm-1 ) on its lower frequency side below 180 K. This new mode softens with an increase in the
relative intensity upon cooling upto 4.2 K as shown in Figure 5.8a and Figure 5.8b. Below
130 K, these modes show no change upon lowering the temperature. In addition to the similar
changes as in IR spectra, the distinctive feature in the Raman spectra in this region is the
sudden increase in the relative intensity of C-CH3 rocking mode at 1055 cm-1 across 173 K,
shown in Figure 5.8a inset.
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Figure 5.8:(a) Low temperature IR spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the 700 – 1070 cm-1 spectral range.
Dashed lines indicate new peaks evolving at low temperatures, Inset: Low temperature Raman spectra in
the 1030 – 1070 cm-1 spectral range. (b) Variation of IR peak positions at low temperature in the 670 –
1050 cm-1 spectral region. Dotted vertical lines are drawn at 130 and 180 K. Open circles represent new
modes emerging at low temperatures.

In the 1250 – 1500 cm-1 spectral range, the band lying in the region of asymmetric
deformation vibrations of CH3 unit (1450 – 1500 cm-1 ) shows splitting below 180 K in both
IR and Raman spectra (Figure 5.9a). The wagging IR mode ω(CH2 ) at 1260 cm-1 stiffens
upon cooling upto 130 K as shown in Figure 5.9. The symmetric deformation ds(CH3 ) (~1260
cm-1 ) and asymmetric deformation das(CH3 ) (~1450 cm-1 ) IR modes soften upon cooling upto
130 K, with the appearance of a new mode on the lower wavenumber side of d s(CH3 ) below
180 K as shown in Figure 5.9a and Figure 5.9b. Upon further lowering the temperature below
130 K, these modes show no variation. The CH2 scissoring mode (~ 1413 cm-1 ) shows a
relatively large rate of stiffening (~ 0.020 cm-1 /K) compared to other modes upto 130 K and
below this temperature it shows no variation as shown in Figure 5.9b. This spectral region
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becomes complex upon cooling due to splitting of several modes. A drastic increase in the
intensity of modes, which otherwise are weak at ambient conditions, has been observed at

Figure 5.9: (a) Low temperature IR spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the 1220 – 1480 cm-1 spectral range.
Dashed lines indicate new peaks evolving at low temperatures. Inset: Low temperature Raman spectra of
trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the 1400 – 1500 cm-1 spectral range. (b) Variation of IR peak positions at low
temperatures in the 1250 – 1475 cm-1 . Open circles represent new modes evolving at low temperatures.
Symbols: ⍵ = wagging, ds = symmetric deformation, das = asymmetric deformation vibration.

low temperatures. Hence, both the IR and Raman spectra in lattice/ skeletal as well as ligand
deformation regions show marked changes across 180 K and 130 K, which can be related to
temperature induced phase transitions in trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 . The stretching vibrational modes
may further provide important information on the hydrogen bonding network in the structure
in the low temperature phase.
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5.4.3. Probing Hydrogen bonds through stretching vibrational modes
The ligand stretching region 2850 – 3050 cm-1 is particularly important, as it provides
information on weak non-covalent interactions like hydrogen bonds formed, via, C-H groups.
At ambient conditions, trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 forms two short H---Cl hydrogen bonds. One is
intramolecular hydrogen bond with H---Cl = 2.719 Å, C---Cl = 3.328 Å and
CHCl=114.37and the other is intermolecular hydrogen bond with H---Cl = 2.657 Å, C--Cl = 3.684 Å and CHCl = 155.66 [166]. At low temperatures, the symmetric and
asymmetric IR stretching vibrational peaks of CH3 group (2874 cm-1 and 2963 cm-1
respectively) show small softening in the 300 – 4.2 K temperature range, with a noticeable
increase in the rate of softening in 180 – 130 K temperature range, as shown in Figure 5.10b.

Figure 5.10: (a) Low temperature IR spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the 2850 – 3050 cm-1 spectral range.
(b) Variation of IR modes at low temperature in the 2860 – 2970 cm-1 spectral range. Open circle symbol
represent new mode emerging at low temperatures. Symbols: νs = symmetric stretch, νas = asymmetric
stretch.
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A new shoulder peak emerges close to the asymmetric stretching mode, showing a similar
behavior (softening at ~ -0.100 cm-1 /K) and intensification relative to other modes in the 180130 K temperature range as shown in Figure 5.10a and b. The softening behavior of CH3
symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes in the 180 – 130 K temperature range are also
verified from the Raman spectra (2875 cm-1 and 2962 cm-1 respectively) shown in Figure 8b.
The CH2 symmetric and asymmetric IR (2914 cm-1 and 2931 cm-1 respectively) and Raman
(2913 cm-1 and 2941 cm-1 respectively)stretching modes show comparatively less changes in
the complete range, except for small discontinuous shifts across 130 K (Figure 5.10b and
Figure 5.11b). These observations imply preferred strengthening of the C-H---Cl hydrogen
bonds through CH3 groups in trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 in the low temperature phase between 180 –
130 K temperature range.

Figure 5.11: (a) Low temperature Raman spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the 2850 – 3000 cm-1 spectral
region. (b) Variation of Raman modes in the 2860 – 2990 cm-1 spectral region at low temperature. Open
circle symbol represents new mode emerging upon cooling.
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Thus, based on the spectroscopic observations in the complete frequency range, upon
cooling trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 , most of the vibrational modes show change in slope around two
temperatures at 180 K and 130 K. The changes around 180 K are associated with the
orientational dynamics of organic ligands (phosphine triethyl), which initiate strengthening of
C-H---Cl hydrogen bonds through CH3 groups upto 130 K. Across 130 K, appearance of new
modes as well as drastic increase in the intensity of some modes is observed. Finally, at
further low temperatures down to 4.2 K, no new features or intensity/ peak position variations
are noticed. In the skeletal modes, small changes are observed in the frequency variations of
Pt-Cl deformation modes, whereas no significant effect is noticed in the stretching modes.

5.5. Summary
In summary, low temperature infrared and Raman spectroscopic studies have been carried out
on cis- and trans- isomers of Pt(II) complex PtCl₂(PEt₃)₂. The cis-isomer is not much
affected due to the temperature change, whereas the trans-isomer indicates lowering of
structural symmetry upon cooling. Therefore, systematic low temperature studies have been
carried

on trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 using complementary FTIR and

Raman spectroscopic

techniques, which show significant variations in the vibrational modes associated with
organic ligand moieties across 180 K and 130 K. An increase in the C-H---Cl hydrogen
bonding strengths, associated with CH3 groups, is noticed in the intermediate temperature
range of 180 – 130 K. Softening of the lattice modes and appearance of new Raman modes in
the lattice region across 180 K and 130 K provide a clear indication of phase transitions in
this compound.
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Chapter 6: High Pressure Phase Transitions in trans-PtCl2(PEt3)2
6.1. Introduction
Similar to the low temperature behavior, the metal organic complex trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 shows
a range of structural re-arrangments under high pressure, which have been presented in this
chapter. However, interestingly, the high pressure structure is different from the low
temperature structure.
6.1.1. Importance of high pressure studies in metal-organic coordination compounds
Tuning of molecular and electronic properties of Pt(II)-organic complexes have a profound
effect on their applications. Such alterations can be achieved externally by varying the
thermodynamic parameters such as pressure/temperature etc. which may also bring about
phase transitions. Interestingly, a change in thermodynamic parameters provides the cleanest
way to understand the effects of change in inter-atomic distances and consequently the
structural and bonding properties, of which pressure is the most effective tool. Further, a
change in inter-atomic distances is also closely associated with the tuning of non-covalent
interactions, which might result in novel structural assemblies, like lamellar, stitched staircase, helical etc. as observed for some other square planar coordination complexes [281].
Though both high pressure and low temperature result in compression/ contraction of
the system, the mechanism of possible phase transitions or structural relaxations in the square
planar metal-organic complexes may be similar or different [43-45]. For example, in the
complex [(CH2 )3 NH2 ][Zn(HCOO)3 ], phase transitions have been observed at low temperature
as well as high pressure due to the ring-puckering motion of the cationic groups and the
framework rearrangement resulting from rotations of the HCOO - ions respectively [282]. In
contrast, the compound trans-Pt(II) dithiocarbamate, which shows small variations in metal-
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ligand stretching Raman modes and no variations in deformation modes at low temperatures,
depicts drastic and different pressure induced changes, where a large variation of the
deformation Raman modes was noted as compared to the stretching modes [283, 284].
Tidey et al. have recently reported a useful review on the high pressure properties of
several coordination compounds, in particular geometrical changes occurring up to 10 GPa,
which in turn can be associated with properties like negative linear compressibility, spin
cross-over, magnetism, and molecular conduction [285]. Among the Pt(II) compounds, high
pressure studies on the molecular wires [Pt(dmg)2 ] and [Pt(dpg)2 ] (where, dmg =
dimethylglyoximate, and dpg = diphenylglyoximate) showed that the electrical and optical
properties can be tuned by changing the Pt---Pt distance [286-288]. However, the simple
square planar compound trans-PtCl2 (dimethylsulfide)2 , shows no phase transition up to 8
GPa with monotonous increase in the monoclinic β angle [289]. It is noteworthy that the
compound under study, i.e., trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 has shown significant changes in the Raman
spectra upon cooling up to 77 K in contrast to no drastic spectral changes in cis-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2
as described in the previous chapter of this thesis. Also, the presence of organic and halide
groups at a short non-bonded distance of ~ 2.7 Å at ambient conditions, makes it an
interesting candidate to explore the possibility of hydrogen bond assisted supramolecular
architecture. Prompted with these two ideas, detailed high pressure studies have been carried
out on the square planar compound trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 using combined infrared (up to 11.3
GPa), Raman (up to 15.4 GPa), x-ray diffraction (up to 16.9 GPa) and density functional
theory (DFT) techniques to probe the molecular as well as structural modifications. The
results obtained have provided unambiguous evidences of pressure induced phase transition
to a non-centrosymmetric structure which is stabilized by a three dimensional network of CH---Cl hydrogen bonds, thus laying out the possibilities of tuning the local metal coordination
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environment as well as non-covalent interactions in square planar metal-organic coordination
compounds.

6.2. Experimental methods
6.2.1. Single Crystal and Powder X-ray Diffraction studies
Single crystal x-ray diffraction pattern of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 was recorded at ambient
conditions at BL21 (PX) beamline at Indus-2 Synchrotron, India [290]. The data were
recorded on the MARdtb with automated sample changer, having a single-axis rotation
goniometer and

CCD detector (Rayonix MX-225) using monochromatic x-rays of

wavelength 0.9794 Å. The structure file of the above measurement is available at Cambridge
Crystal Data Centre (CCDC number 1829359). Powder x-ray diffraction data at high
pressures were collected at Indus-2, BL-11, Indore, India, using monochromatic x-rays of
wavelength 0.7265Å [291]. High pressures were generated using Mao-Bell type of diamond
anvil cell [292] using diamond anvils of culet size ~ 400 µm. Sample chamber was prepared
by drilling hole of diameter ~ 250 µm in a steel gasket of thickness 250 μm pre-indented to a
thickness of 90 μm. Finely ground sample of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 was loaded in this hole along
with 4:1 methanol:ethanol solution as pressure transmitting medium (PTM) and Cu as
internal pressure marker. The well-known equation of state of Cu under static compression
was used to determine pressure at the sample [293]. Monochromatic x-rays were focused
down to 0.1 X 0.1 mm2 at sample position. 2D diffraction images at different pressures were
collected using MAR345 imaging plate detector and converted to 1D diffraction patterns
using Fit2D software [294] which were subsequently analysed through Rietveld refinement
incorporated in GSAS II software [295].
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6.2.2. Infrared spectroscopic studies
The high pressure infrared studies on trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 were carried out using indigenously
designed Diamond anvil cell (DAC) mounted on Hyperion 2000 IR microscope coupled to
Bruker Vertex 80V Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. These constitute parts of infrared
beamline (BL-6) facility at Indus-1, India. Powder sample dispersed in CsI, along with tiny
ruby chips, was loaded into a 150 µm hole of a tungsten gasket pre-indented to a thickness of
60 µm. The IR transparent matrix of CsI also served as the pressure transmitting medium. A
total of 100 scans were co-added at a resolution of 2 cm-1 and the repeat measurements were
carried out at 4 cm-1 at each pressure in the spectral range 600 to 3600 cm-1 . Ruby
fluorescence was measured at each pressure for pressure calibration [296]. Gaussian fit of the
peaks were carried out for spectral deconvolution.
6.2.3. Raman spectroscopic studies
The high pressure Raman spectra were recorded on triple stage Raman spectrograph
(HORIBA Jobin Yvon’s T64000) equipped with LN 2 cooled CCD detector. The Raman
signal was excited by 532 nm diode pumped solid state laser. The spectra were recorded in
the range of 15 – 3200 cm-1 in the subtractive mode, at a resolution of 4 cm-1 . Finely ground
sample of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 crystal along with tiny chips of ruby was loaded into a tungsten
gasket in a hole of ~ 120 µm diameter drilled in pre-indented gasket (60 µm) without PTM
[68, 199, 297, 298].
6.2.4. First-principles calculations
The electronic structure calculations on trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 were performed using spinpolarized plane wave based density functional theory (DFT) at 0 K as implemented in Vienna
Ab-intio Simulation Package (VASP) [299, 300]. The electron ion interactions were
described by Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) [301] formalism which includes Pt (s1 d9 ),
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Cl (s2 p5 ), P (s2 p3 ), C (s2 p2 ) and H (s1 ) valence states. The exchange-correlation potential as
parameterized using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [302] form within the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) was used. The unit cell of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 structure
contains 94 atoms and the integration over the Brillouin zone was carried out on a 7×3×3 kpoint mesh (22 k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone) generated using the Monkhorst–
Pack scheme [303]. A cutoff energy (Ecutoff) of 400 eV for the plane wave basis set was used
and the above choice of Ecutoff and k-point mesh was sufficient for energy convergence to less
than 0.1 meV/atom. The initial atomic coordinates for optimization of the ambient structure
were taken from our single crystal x-ray diffraction experiment at ambient conditions. The
total energy of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 unit cell was optimized with respect to volume, shape and
atomic positions as permitted by the space group symmetry of the crystal structure. The
structural relaxation was performed using the conjugate gradient algorithm until the residual
forces and stresses in the equilibrium geometry were of the order of 0.01 eV/Å and 0.01 GPa,
respectively. The final calculation of total electronic energy were performed using the
tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections [301].

6.3. Results and Discussion
6.3.1. Structural study at ambient conditions
As the ambient structural parameters of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 , reported in 1966 [264], show
some ambiguity in the ligand structures, synchrotron based x-ray diffraction studies have
been carried out on the single crystal of this compound. trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 has been reported
to crystallize in a monoclinic structure with P21 /n (Space Group No. 14) space group [264] (a
setting of the space group P21 /c) as shown in Figure 6.1. The refinement details are presented
in Table 6.1.The refined lattice parameters at ambient conditions are found to be a =
10.9937(7) Å, b = 11.5227(10) Å, c = 7.4499(5) Å, β = 93.302(6)°, which are in close
agreement with the earlier reported values [264].
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Figure 6.1: Unit cell of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 , where Et = C2 H5 . Color: Grey – Pt, Green – Cl, Violet – P,
Brown– C, Pink – H atoms.

The non-bonded Pt-Pt distance at ambient conditions is ~ 7 Å. In addition, the present study
also provides precise atomic coordinates and structural parameters for this compound at
ambient conditions as shown in Table 6.2. However, the positional refinement of hydrogen
atoms (not available in literature as well) was not good using the experimental data. As these
may enable finer investigations of inter-atomic interactions like hydrogen bonding, the
hydrogen

atoms

were

initially

generated

using

‘Avogadro’

software

package

(https://avogadro.cc/) and the structure was optimized using DFT with the initial structure
obtained from our single crystal studies. The theoretically optimized equilibrium atomic
positions at ambient pressure, including the Wyckoff positions of hydrogen atoms, have also
been presented in Table 6.2. The ambient lattice parameters obtained using powder x-ray
diffraction of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 measured inside the diamond anvil cell, as shown in Figure
6.2, are also consistent with the single crystal studies. From Rietveld refinement using GSASII software, the values are found to be a = 11.0048(15) Å, b = 11.5167(11) Å, c = 7.4802(07)
Å, β = 93.483(9)°. These studies were then extended to find the structural details at higher
pressures.
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Figure 6.2: Ambient powder XRD pattern of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 inside the DAC. Inset shows the picture of
2D diffraction rings

Table 6.1: Crystal structure data and refinement details of single crystal x-ray diffraction of transPtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 at ambient conditions.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Crystal system, Space group
a, b, c (Å)
α,β,γ (°)
Volume(Å3 )
Z
ρcalc (g/cm3 )
μ/mm-1
F(000)
Crystal size (mm3 )
Radiation
2Θ range for data collection (°)
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]
Final R indexes [all data]
Largest diff. peak/hole / e (Å-3 )

C12 H30 P2 Cl2 Pt
472.06
300
Monoclinic, P21 /n
7.4499(5), 11.5227(10), 10.9937(7)
90, 93.302(6), 90
942.17(12)
2
1.7705
12.061
475.3
0.1 × 0.2 × 0.2
synchrotron (λ = 0.9794 Å)
10.14 to 65.18
-7 ≤ h ≤ 7, -10 ≤ k ≤ 10, -11 ≤ l ≤ 11
6786
1091 [Rint = 0.1368, Rsigma = 0.0562]
1.032
R1 = 0.0484, wR2 = 0.1702
R1 = 0.0505, wR2 = 0.1601
1.26/-1.61
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Table 6.2: Experimental (ambient pressure – reported (column 2) and this study (column 3)) atomic
coordinates and lattice parameters of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 [P2 1 /n (14) – space group]. The experimentally
obtained structure has been submitted to CCDC (1829359) by including H-atoms refined using the riding
model. To further improve structure with H-atom positions, DFT-GGA calculated (at ambient pressure)
equilibrium atomic positions have also been provided in the last column, obtained by including hydrogen
atoms and optimizing single crystal XRD deduced experimental coordinates, the uncertainty in unit cell
volume is found to be ~ 5% . *Note: In this table, axes transformation of the single crystal structure,
which has been deposited at CCDC after including H-atoms, have been carried out using PCW software
for consistency in lattice parameter convention (a and c) with the reported values [264].

Atom
Experimental positions [264] Experimental position (this
(wyckoff
study) (single crystal X-ray
positions)
diffraction) (without H
atoms)
Pt (2a)
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000 0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
Cl (4e)
0.6980
0.4549
0.4604 0.7001
0.4539
0.4593
P (4e)
0.4295
0.3314
0.3676 0.5705
0.6687
0.6373
C 1 (4e)
0.3024
0.3623
0.1814 0.4556
0.7547
0.7441
C 2 (4e)
0.3581
0.4299
0.0675 0.4970
0.8763
0.8120
C 3 (4e)
0.3848
0.2393
0.6155 0.8578
0.2628
0.0251
C 4 (4e)
0.4460
0.1930
0.5425 0.3054
0.3508
0.1870
C 5 (4e)
0.5391
0.2797
0.2040 0.5424
0.8050
0.3250
C 6 (4e)
0.5076
0.1158
0.1829 0.3330
0.4338
0.0460
H 1 (4e)
H 2 (4e)
H 3 (4e)
H 4 (4e)
H 5 (4e)
H 6 (4e)
H 7 (4e)
H 8 (4e)
H 9 (4e)
H 10(4e)
H 11(4e)
H 12(4e)
H 13(4e)
H 14(4e)
H 15(4e)
Lattice parameters
a (Å)
11.00±0.02
10.9937(7)*
b (Å)
11.52±0.02
11.5227(10)
c (Å)
7.49±0.01
7.4499(5)*
β (°)
93°0’±15’
93.302(6)
3
Volume (Å )
947.832
942.17(12)
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Equilibrium atomic
positions optimized using
DFT-GGA calculations (this
study)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.7054
0.4531
0.4666
0.5703
0.6709
0.6399
0.4530
0.7596
0.7483
0.4926
0.8819
0.8047
0.8607
0.2656
0.0323
0.3055
0.3479
0.1792
0.5459
0.8087
0.3168
0.3351
0.4350
0.0268
0.4174
0.9267
0.8730
0.5740
0.8828
0.9019
0.5154
0.9339
0.6820
0.3727
0.7605
0.6482
0.4230
0.7096
0.8695
0.2823
0.2618
0.1202
0.2256
0.3773
0.2555
0.3527
0.5211
0.0881
0.4167
0.4102
0.9508
0.2585
0.4430
0.9211
0.4752
0.8639
0.3765
0.5922
0.8600
0.2117
0.4979
0.7358
0.2457
0.8143
0.3384
0.9581
0.7887
0.2132
0.0950
10.861
11.541
7.134
92.796
893.158
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6.3.2. Pressure induced phase transition
6.3.2.1. Spectroscopic studies:
Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show the high pressure Raman spectra of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 in 20 –
300 cm-1 and 320 – 780 cm-1 regions, respectively. The high pressures IR spectra in the
region 600 – 1100 cm-1 and 1100 – 3200 cm-1 have been shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6b
respectively, whereas the Raman spectra in the region 720 – 3200 cm-1 at various pressures
are plotted in Figure 6.6a. The pressure induced variations in the peak positions of IR and
Raman active modes have been shown in Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.4c. The
spectroscopic studies, depicting various changes in spectral features, viz., emergence of new
modes, and change in the rate of variation of vibrational modes are suggestive of structural
modifications taking place at pressures up to ~ 0.9 GPa and ~ 4.9 GPa, as explained below.
We observe discontinuous shift in the peak positions of lattice modes (Figure 6.4c)
across ~ 0.9 GPa and ~ 4.9 GPa, accompanied with emergence of new modes, for example at
~ 32 cm-1 as shown by an asterisk (*) in Figure 6.3. In fact, the mode lying at higher
frequency side of this mode (at ~ 30 cm-1 ) also seems to emerge only above 0.6 GPa,
however, the spectral data at still lower frequencies could not be obtained to trace its origins.
These features are a clear indication of change in the crystalline structure upon
compression. The evolution of molecular skeletal region under high pressure supports this
possibility. In the skeletal region of such centro-symmetric compounds, the symmetric
stretching (νs) Raman mode appears with significantly higher intensity compared to the
asymmetric stretching mode (νas) and vice versa in the IR spectrum [278]. Therefore, in
trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 , the single intense Raman band at 334 cm-1 at ambient pressure
corresponds to the νs(Pt-Cl) mode (Figure 5.3a of chapter 5). The corresponding νas(Pt-Cl)
mode is observed at ~ 339 cm-1 in the IR spectrum, i.e., at ~ 5 cm-1 higher value [273]. As
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shown in Figure 6.4a and Figure 6.4c, the νs(Pt-Cl) Raman mode splits above 0.9 GPa and the
new mode appears at nearly 5 cm-1 higher frequency. Thus, it is possible that the new mode
may be the one which is IR active at ambient conditions. We should also note that the cisisomer, with no centre of symmetry, is characterized by two Pt-Cl stretching frequencies in
both IR as well as Raman spectra [276]. Therefore, the splitting of Pt-Cl Raman mode can be
attributed to a change in symmetry of this compound across 0.9 GPa.
Among the three deformation modes, the δ(Pt-Cl2 ) mode (167 cm-1 ) also shows the
emergence of a shoulder peak at higher frequency side at higher pressures (marked by ^ in
Figure 6.3 expanded view) and γ(P-Pt-Cl) mode (233 cm-1 ) shows a pronounced increase in
width above 0.9 GPa (Figure 6.3 inset). The δ(P-Pt-Cl) mode (155 cm-1 ) depicts an increase
in relative intensity above 0.9 GPa, which can be correlated to a change in angular
orientations. The other stretching mode, ν(Pt-P2 ) at 433 cm-1 shows a monotonous increase in
peak position and width with pressure.
Further, we observe splitting in the P-C stretching Raman mode (643 cm-1 ) at 0.9 GPa
and the new mode appears on the lower frequency side as shown in Figure 6.4b. Consistently,
the corresponding IR mode (632 cm-1 ) also splits near this pressure and the new mode
emerges on the higher frequency side as shown in Figure 6.5a. A one to one correspondence
(from Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8, Figure 6.4c) between IR and Raman modes provides an
interesting structural insight. At 0.9 GPa, the νP-C Raman mode stiffens up to 646 cm-1 and
the new mode appears at 640 cm-1 at this pressure. In the corresponding IR spectra, at 0.8
GPa, the position of νP-C mode is 639 cm-1 and the new mode appears at 645 cm-1 .
The above observations imply that the principle of mutual exclusion of IR and Raman
modes is no more valid at high pressures, i.e., the molecular inversion symmetry is lifted.
Thus, at pressures above 0.9 GPa, Raman active modes can be observed in the IR spectra and
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vice versa. These modifications/ reorientations in the molecular units may further lead to
structural phase transition, which is discussed in the next section.

Figure 6.3: High pressure Raman spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the spectral region 20 – 300 cm-1 . On the
right is 100 – 275 cm-1 region shown with 3X magnification and inset shows the FWHM of γ(P-Pt-Cl)
mode. * denotes new peak in the lattice region and ^ denotes new shoulder peak adjacent to δPtCl 2 mode,
which emerge after the phase transition.

The signatures of these molecular reorientations, resulting in the non-equivalence of the two
phosphine (P-(CH2 CH3 )3 ) ligands on either side of Pt-atom, are clearly visible in the spectral
features of organic groups, thus verifying the above inferences. As shown in Figure 6.5 and
Figure 6.6b, new modes are found to emerge and the slope of frequency versus pressure plots
(Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8) changes for most of the modes across 0.9 GPa. These changes,
observed in the deformation (700 – 1600 cm-1 ) and stretching (2800 – 3200 cm-1 ) regions of
the organic groups, are listed sequentially in the following two paragraphs.
Among some prominent changes, peak broadening/ appearance of new shoulder peaks
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Figure 6.4: High pressure Raman spectra (y-offset) of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the spectral range a) 320-470
cm-1 ; b) 600-780 cm-1 . The new peaks emerged with pressure have been highlighted as guide to the eye. c)
Variation of Raman modes in the spectral range 20-700 cm-1 , with pressure.

has been noticed in the ν(C-C), i.e., 1000 cm-1 region above 0.8 GPa. The intensity of C-CH3
rocking Raman mode at 1047 cm-1 reduces above 0.9 GPa and the mode becomes very weak
after 5 GPa (Figure 6.6a). The high pressure trends of Raman active modes in the region 1300
– 1400 cm-1 could not be probed as they are swamped by the strong diamond mode, but the
corresponding infrared behavior could be studied. The CH2 wagging, CH3 deformation and
CH2 scissoring IR modes at 1257 cm-1 , 1375 cm-1 and 1413 cm-1 , respectively show stiffening
with pressure. This is accompanied with the emergence of new modes adjacent to these
modes at 1268 cm-1 , 1286 cm-1 and 1404 cm-1 above 0.8 GPa. In fact, nearly all the modes in
the fingerprint region are blue shifted upon compression and most of these depict a slope
change across 0.8 GPa and ~ 4.9 GPa (Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.4c). In 2800 –
3200 cm-1 range, the IR and Raman νsCH3 modes, depicting a weak shoulder at ambient
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Figure 6.5: High pressure IR spectra (y-offset for clarity) of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the spectral region a)
610-700 cm-1 and b) 700-1100 cm-1 . The new peaks emerged with pressure have been marked with asterisk
and highlighted as guide to the eye.

Figure 6.6: High pressure (a) Raman and (b) infrared spectra of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in mid-IR region. Inset
in (b) shows the peak position of ν s CH3 and νs CH2 modes with pressure. The new peaks emerged at high
pressure have been marked with *. Down arrow (↓) denotes C-CH3 rocking mode, which weakens with
pressure. Numbers are pressure values in GPa, rel – pressure release. Spectra have been offset for clarity.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Variation of IR peak positions with pressure in trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the region (a) 6301100 cm-1 and (b) 1250-3050 cm-1 . Blue open circles represent new peaks emerged across 0.8 GPa.

Figure 6.8: Variation of Raman mode positions with pressure in trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 in the spectral range
(a) 630-1120 cm-1 (b) 1410-3100 cm-1 . The new peaks emerged during high pressure are shown with blue
empty circles.

pressure, show two clear peaks above 0.9 GPa (Figure 6.6). New peaks also appear adjacent
to the νasCH3 modes at high pressures. While the relative intensity of ν sCH2 IR mode at 2914
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cm-1 decreases with pressure (Figure 6.6b), the intensity of νasCH2 mode at 2930 cm-1 remains
unaffected. Similar changes in intensity are noted for the CH3 group stretching modes. Such
an effect of pressure on the intensity of stretching vibrations in the IR spectra have also been
observed in some other square planar coordination complexes like PdCl2 [S(CH3 )2 ]2 ,
PtCl2 [S(CH3 )2 ]2 , PtBr2 (NH3 )2 , PtBr2 (TeEt2 )2 etc., and therefore this can well be a
characteristic feature of this class of compounds [304].
6.3.2.2. X- ray diffractio n studies:
High pressure x-ray diffraction patterns of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 have been shown in Figure 6.9
at various representative pressures. The XRD patterns show no qualitative change up to a
pressure of 0.8 GPa and therefore these were Rietveld refined up to this pressure using the
ambient monoclinic phase (Phase 1) with P21 /n space group (No. 14) having two formula
units per unit cell (Z=2). The variations of lattice parameters a, b, c, β and unit cell volume,
thus obtained, have been shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11respectively, which show that
the crystal b-axis (the approximate direction of Pt-P bonds) depicts the least compressibility.
The pressure induced variations of lattice parameters have been fitted using Murnaghan
equation of state using EOS-Fit7 software. The bulk modulus and first pressure derivative of
Phase 1 of trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 have been found to be 5.8(2) GPa and 6.2(1) respectively. As
the pressure is increased to 0.8 GPa, a new diffraction peak has been found to emerge at 2θ ~
5.9°, which signifies structural transition at this pressure (Figure 6.9). For P ≥ 0.8 GPa and up
to 4.7 GPa (Phase 2), the diffraction patterns could be better indexed using monoclinic phase
with P21 space group (non – centrosymmetric). The starting model for the refinement of
Phase 2 was taken from Phase 1(space group – P21 /n) by transforming the axes and atomic
coordinates of Phase 1 using PCW software. Pawley refinement was carried out on the
diffraction pattern at 0.8 GPa where diffraction peaks were indexed with monoclinic P21
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Figure 6.9: High pressure powder XRD patterns of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 . * denotes new peaks emerged in
the high pressure phases. The enlarged views in the inset show (I) the new peak at 0.8 GPa (Phase 2); (II)
peaks belonging to Phase 2 (around 6°) and Phase 3 (around 5°) at 4.7 GPa.

Figure 6.10: Variation of lattice parameters and with pressure in trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 . The lattice
parameters are fitted with Murnaghan and 3 rd order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state in Phase 1 and
Phase 2 respectively using EOS-Fit7 software,[305] the error bars are within the symbols. Inset shows the
variation of beta angle with pressure.
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space group, a subgroup of P21 /c, another setting of initial space group P21 /n. This indicates
the occurrence of a group-subgroup type of phase transition across 0.8 GPa.

Figure 6.11: Variation of unit cell volume with pressure in trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 fitted with Murnaghan and
3 rd order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state in Phase 1 and Phase 2 respectively using EOS -Fit7
software[305], the error bars are within the symbols at all the pressures.

Table 6.3: Projection of the three Principle axes (X1, X2, X3) on crystallographic axes (a, b, c) in transPtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 derived using PASCal software[306] with critical point at 0.85 GPa.

Principle
axes (Xn)

Compressibility K
(TPa-1 )

Error in
Compressibility
σK (TPa-1 )

Projection of Xn on the unit cell
axes
a

b

c

Phase 1
X1

48.8612

4.8884

-0.1425

-0.0000

0.9898

X2

25.9522

2.4928

0.9298

0.0000

0.3681

X3

11.4934

1.0713

0.0000

-1.0000

0.0000

Phase 2
X1

17.3035

0.4974

0.9919

-0.0000

0.1268

X2

10.6181

0.3504

-0.5115

0.0000

-0.8593

X3

7.3500

0.1454

0.0000

-1.0000

0.0000
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Subsequently, structure was solved with rigid body method using Monte Carlo/Simulated
Annealing (MC/SA) as implemented in GSAS-II software [295]. Finally, Rietveld refinement
was performed on thus obtained structure with restraints on bond lengths and bond angles
using GSAS-II, as shown in Figure 6.12.
In order to obtain precise information on fractional coordinates of the lighter atoms
such as carbon and hydrogen in Phase 2, the refined structure at 0.8 GPa, obtained from
XRD, was used to carry out DFT calculations at the same pressure. Atomic positional
relaxations were performed using the conjugate gradient algorithm until the residual forces
were of the order of 0.01 eV/Å. Rietveld refinement was again carried out using the relaxed
structure obtained from the calculations, which matches with Figure 6.12. The structure of
Phase 2, thus obtained has been also been deposited in the Cambridge Crystal Data Centre
(CCDC number 1829688). The principle axes evolution with pressure as obtained using
PASCal software [306] have also been plotted in Figure 6.13, where X3 principle axis
coincides with the crystallographic b-axis, which also shows the least compressibility with
pressure as shown in Table 6.3. The obtained lattice parameters imply transformation relation
between Phase 1 and Phase 2 as a → c, b → b and c → (-a-c) (Figure 6.14). Thus, the lattice
parameters at 0.8 GPa are found to be a = 7.0671(41) Å, b = 11.4004(10) Å, c = 12.585(12)
Å, β = 121.476(12)° and V = 864.75(23) Å3 and their pressure induced variations in this high
pressure phase (Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11) have been fitted using 3rd order BirchMurnaghan EOS. The values of B0 and B’ in Phase 2 have been obtained as 11.6(9) GPa and
5.3(4) respectively.
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Figure 6.12: Rietveld. refinement of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 at 0.8 GPa inside DAC using GSAS-II. Inset: (Left)
Enlarged view of the Rietveld refinement of XRD pattern in the region of appearance of the new peak in
Phase 2, (Right) Typical 2D pattern obtained in the new phase above 0.8 GPa.

Figure 6.13: Principle axes evolution with pressure in trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 as obtained using the software
PASCal [306]. The axis X3 coincides with the crystallographic b-axis, which shows the least
compressibility with pressure
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Figure 6.14: Unit cells of Phase 1 (ambient) and Phase 2 (0.8 GPa) in trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 .

The features emerged in the second phase vanish at 4.7 GPa and newer peaks (for
example at 2θ ~ 5°) were found to emerge at this pressure, which suggests another phase
transition. This new phase (Phase 3) could be indexed in the same space group, however with
a supercell having lattice parameters a and c transformed to thrice and twice of those in Phase
2 respectively. Due to the overlapping of the peaks in the Phase 3, only Le Bail refinement
could be carried out (Figure 6.15). Thus, we find a = 20.1216(8) Å, b = 10.8357(7) Å, c =
24.1393(5) Å and β = 122.46° (volume, V = 4440.89 Å3 ) at 6.5 GPa with this methodology.
Based on density considerations, Phase 3 should have at least six formula units in a unit cell.
At still higher pressures in Phase 3, the diffraction patterns tend to become complex due to
peak broadening, appearance of several new peaks, especially at low 2θ values and splitting
in some of the peaks (see Figure 6.9). The profiles of XRD patterns above 9 GPa are
predominantly broad and tend to be nearly flat as compared to those at lower pressures. The
ambient structure could be retrieved upon the release of pressure.
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Figure 6.15: Le Bail refinement of Phase 3 of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 at 6.5 GPa. Inset shows the corresponding
2D pattern.

6.3.3. Molecular arrangement at high pressures
The x-ray diffraction results corroborate well with the observations from spectroscopic
studies, i.e., trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 depicts a structural phase transition to a non-centrosymmetric
phase above 0.8 GPa. Figure 6.16 show the basic molecular units of PtCl2 L2 (L = PEt3 ligand)
present in the structures of Phase 1 and Phase 2 respectively, deduced from x-ray diffraction
results. Due to the presence of molecular inversion symmetry, at ambient pressure, the Cl
atoms are placed diagonally opposite to each other with Cl-Pt-Cl = 180° and similarly the P
atoms. However, subsequent to phase transition, we find P-Pt-P = 170.58° and Cl-Pt-Cl =
176.82° in Phase 2. In the PEt3 ligands, two of the three ethyl groups (connected to a P-atom
on one side of Pt) show subtle reorientations to show small dissimilarities in bond lengths and
angles with those connected to the other P atom on the symmetrically opposite side of Pt.
Noticeably, the reorientational changes observed in the third ethyl group are significantly
different on the two sides of the Pt atom. In other words, the C-C entity of this third ethyl
group shows significant reorientations preferentially on one side of the central Pt- atom. This
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could be verified by monitoring the change in various Pt-P-C-C dihedral angles (Table 6.4).
Thus, the changes observed in these ligand orientations are drastic as compared to no
appreciable changes in the metal-ligand bond lengths which may lie within the error bars.

0.8 GPa

Figure 6.16: Molecular structure of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 (left) ambient Phase 1: P-Pt-P=180° and Cl-PtCl = 180°. (right) at 0.8 GPa in Phase 2. Molecular reorientations result in P-Pt-P=170.58° and Cl-PtCl=176.82° in Phase 2. (Color, Pt-Silver, Cl-green, Orange–P, Dark grey-C, Light grey-H).

These observations imply the lifting of molecular inversion symmetry, the signatures of
which are precisely reflected in the observed changes in IR and Raman vibrational modes, as
discussed in previous sections. Note that the two PEt3 ligands in the trans-positions to Pt
compete for the same d-orbital of Pt atom, which results in lower stability of trans- compared
to the cis- isomer.
Table 6.4: Variation of dihedral angles of the ethyl group attached to phosphorous atoms on the two
symmetrically opposite sides of Pt atom in trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 molecule with pressure.

Dihedral Angles of ethyl
groups (o )
Pt-P-C1-C4
Pt-P-C2-C5
Pt-P-C3-C6

Ambient pressure
One side
52.67°
63.81°
170.95°

Other side
52.67°
63.81°
170.95°

0.8 GPa
One side
62.42°
62.89°
160.59°

Other side
56.23°
81.90°
57.64°

Thus, the molecular reorientations leading to non-equivalent PEt3 entities would imply
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different π-back bonding on the two opposite sides of Pt-atom. This implies that pressure can
be a useful tool for tuning π-back bonding properties, which is a subject of interest for
catalysis and phase transformation applications.
Another interesting effect of pressure is the strengthening of weakly interacting
forces, which arise due to shortening of non-bonded atomic distances as a result of molecular
reorientations. At ambient conditions, the shortest Cl---H distances are: i) intramolecular –
C3-H---Cl with Cl---H = 2.719 Å, C---Cl = 3.328 Å and CHCl=114.37; ii) intermolecular
– C6-H---Cl with Cl---H = 2.657 Å, C---Cl = 3.684 Å and CHCl = 155.66. Subsequent to
phase transition, because of reorientations in molecular geometries, viz., chlorine and
phosphine ligands, the shortest distances between non-bonded atoms are also modified. In
Phase 2, there are as many as three hydrogen bonds for which the Cl---H distances become
less than 2.6 Å, thus forming moderate and strong hydrogen bonds as shown in Figure
6.17(left). These C-H---Cl hydrogen bonds are (at 0.8 GPa): i) intermolecular with Cl---H =
2.465 Å, C---Cl = 3.339 Å and CHCl = 135.73, ii) intermolecular with Cl---H = 2.568 Å,
C---Cl = 3.64311 Å and CHCl = 164.47 and iii) intramolecular with Cl---H = 2.531 Å, C--Cl = 3.287 Å and CHCl = 125.06. Note that the sum of van der Waals radii for hydrogen
and chlorine atoms equals 2.95 Å and the criterion adopted to characterize long, intermediate
and short hydrogen bonds is reported as H---Cl ≥ 2.95, 2.52 – 2.95 and ≤ 2.52 Å respectively
[307-309].
The spectroscopic signatures of ethyl groups indeed support the formation of stronger
hydrogen bonds in Phase 2. As shown in the inset of Figure 6.6b, the CH3 (2876 cm-1 ) and
CH2 (2913 cm-1 ) stretching vibrational modes cease to stiffen (even depicting a small
softening) in the high pressure phase. The formation of such a hydrogen bonded structure in
trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 has been shown in Figure 6.17(right), which is similar to the stitched stair-
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Figure 6.17: (left) Hydrogen bonds in the structure of trans-PtCl 2 (PEt3 )2 at high pressures. Atom colours:
Grey- Pt, Green – Cl, Purple – P, Brown – C, Pink – H. H-bonds are shown by green-pink bicolour lines.
The three H-bonds are: i) intramolecular – Cl1---H-C3, nearly along the b-axis, ii) intermolecular – Cl2--H-C2 nearly in the bc-plane and iii) intermolecular – Cl1---H-C5’ which connects two molecules lying in
two adjacent bc-planes forming the three- dimensional network. Numbers are Cl---H distances in Å.
(right) the extended three dimensional wire-frame structure plotted through slightly tilted a-axis showing
the hydrogen bonded network, mimicking a possible stair-case type supramolecular assembly.

case structure observed for the supramolecular synthon trans-octahedral [(L1 )2 CoCl2 ].4H2 O,
where the H---Cl distance corresponding to the C-H---Cl hydrogen bond lies in the range 2.42.8 Å [281]. These inferences are also supported by pronounced broadening in the C-H
stretching regions of IR and Raman spectra (Figure 6.6). In addition, the broad signatures in
the XRD patterns at higher pressures may also be the result of these structural changes. It is
noteworthy that the C-H---Cl hydrogen bonds play important role in the applications
concerning molecular recognition processes [310] and crystal engineering [155] as these
directional forces control the size of molecular assemblies [157, 311]. Such studies on weak
interactions between organic and non-organic systems may also be helpful in predicting the
complexation behavior of simple organic moieties under extreme geophysical conditions
[106, 199, 312, 313].
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6.3.4. High pressure behavior of metal-organic complexes
As far as high pressure studies on Pt(II) complexes is concerned, a strong pressure
dependence of luminescence properties have been observed which are linked to change in
closely lying Pt-Pt distances leading to destabilization of molecular orbitals and even an
insulator to metallic transition [36-40]. However, compounds with large Pt-Pt distances have
also shown a change in such properties, which is predicted to be due to the interactions with
organic ligands [39, 288, 314]. The studies on trigonal pyramidal (MX3 ), square
planar/tetrahedral (MX2 Y2 ), and trigonal bipyramidal (MX2 Y3 ) etc. complexes, where M=Pt,
Pd, Co, Zn; X=halogen and Y=ligand like S(CH3 )2 , (C7 H8 ), (C6 H7 N)2 etc. (other than
halogen), have primarily concentrated on the change in relative intensity of symmetric and
asymmetric metal-halogen vibrational modes [315, 316]. In yet another Pt-complex,
PtCl2 ([9]aneS3), a phase transition to a polymer chain was observed at 4.2 GPa [317]. Thus,
the present studies provide evidences of molecular structure, i.e., metal-ligand bonding and
ligand orientations, playing a crucial role in local as well as overall structure determination
which can be probed by a concerted treatment of spectroscopic and diffraction studies.
The studies carried out on other metal-coordination complexes (metal – Cu, Ni, Fe, Pd
etc.) have revealed that pressure tuning may offer significant modifications in some favoured
interactions

[289,

318-322].

For

example,

the

Pd(II)

compound

PdCl2 (1,4,7-

trithiacyclononane) shows a phase transition at 4.6 GPa to form a one-dimensional chain
[323], whereas the Co(II) compound [Co(NH3 )5 NO 2 ]Cl shows anisotropic distortion under
pressure leading to selective rotation of one NH3 unit to form N-H---Cl and N-H---O
hydrogen bonds [15, 53, 324, 325]. Among some other compounds, Ru3 (CO)12 exhibits the
properties of soft solids with a bulk modulus of only 6.6 GPa [297], whereas the organic salt
of [[SbCl5 ]n ]2n- shows significant contraction in an intermolecular Sb---Cl hydrogen bond at
pressures as low as 0.55 GPa and the doubling of crystal a-axis at 1 GPa [326-330].
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Thus, the extreme sensitivity of the molecular structure triggering various changes in
trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 under pressure demonstrates the use of thermodynamic parameters to tune
the Pt-ligand interactions and the hydrogen bonding motifs between different molecular units,
without the introduction of a foreign element into the structure. Such studies can be exploited
to study other technologically and biologically important compounds in this class, where
stereo-isomerism plays important role in the physical and chemical properties.

6.4. Summary
To summarize, trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 has been studied under high pressure using infrared and
Raman spectroscopic techniques combined with x-ray diffraction studies, which have also
been corroborated with first principles DFT calculations. The XRD studies provide evidences
of pressure induced phase transition in trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 at 0.8 GPa, where the space group
changes from P21 /n to P21 , implying a non-centrosymmetric high pressure phase. Splitting of
various skeletal and ligand stretching modes and the emergence of IR active modes in the
Raman spectra and vice versa also point to the loss of molecular inversion symmetry at ~ 0.8
GPa. This may result in diverse interactions between metal atom and P-C ligands on either
side of Pt. The pressure induced reorientation of ethyl groups of the ligand brings them in
close proximity with the nearby chlorine atoms, thus forming inter- and intra-molecular C-H--Cl hydrogen bonded supramolecular network. Upon further compression, another phase
transition has been indicated at pressures above 4.7 GPa. All the changes are found to be
reversible upon the release of pressure. These results show that any changes in molecular
orientation/

π-back

bonding

and

weak

inter-molecular interactions affect the three

dimensional network and stereo-electronic properties, which consequently would influence
the vast range of applications of Pt(II) complexes.
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Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions
7.1. Summary
The organic molecular solids have several applications ranging from technology to biochemical processes. These applications are governed by the microscopic properties like interatomic distances, electronic cloud distributions, intermolecular interactions, and molecular
conformational flexibility of different molecular units within a structure, which makes them
an interesting subject of study. Their applications can be enhanced/ optimized by varying the
thermodynamic parameters such as pressure, temperature etc.
In this thesis, the role of re-orientations of different molecular moieties for structural
stabilization and tuning of weak interactions like hydrogen bonding in controlling the phase
behavior of organic molecular solids under varying thermodynamic conditions of high
pressure/ low temperature has been investigated. The materials under investigation have been
classified into two classes. First category of systems is amino acids, viz., α-glycine, deuterated
α-glycine and L-Leucine in the solid form. In the second category, the metal-organic
coordination complex trans-dichloro bis(triethylphosphine) platinum(II) (trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 )
has been studied.

7.2. Conclusions
Systematic studies on the simplest and the most fundamental amino acid, glycine and
its deuterated analogue under low temperature conditions using vibrational spectroscopic
techniques have been carried out. A perceptible isotopic effect has been observed in the 3Dhydrogen bonded framework of α-glycine upon cooling. The primary effect responsible for
this effect is the varied response of NH3 and ND3 torsional modes, resulting in diverse effect
on their respective hydrogen bonding networks upto 180 K. Below this temperature, similar
qualitative trends have been noticed on the effect of temperature on hydrogen bonds for the
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two isotopes. This causes the formation of a stronger 3-dimensional bilayered assembly of
glycine molecules in the hydrogenated α-glycine, whereas relatively stable 2-dimensional
layered structure forming strong hydrogen bonded sheets in the ac-plane have been observed
in the deuterated α-glycine.
Upon increasing the chain of the hydrocarbons in amino acids, flexibility of molecular
moieties/ fragments plays a crucial role in depicting structural response to varying
environments. In this regard, a complex amino acid, L-Leucine having a hydrophobic
branched chain has been studied at variable temperatures using infrared spectroscopy. This
study throws light on the importance of re-orientations in different molecular fragments,
which may even result in phase transitions. The changes around 240 K have been associated
with the orientational changes in the amino groups (NH3 moieties). This transition causes
strengthening of the hydrogen bonds in the ac-plane forming 2-D sheets, well separated from
each other in the b-direction. The second transition around 150 K was found to be associated
with the orientational changes in the hydrophobic chain which were depicted by a drastic
change in the FWHM of torsional vibrations of (C3 C4 ) group. The studies will be helpful in
settling the long standing debates on the possibility of temperature induced phase transitions
in L-Leucine.
Another class of molecular organic solids include metal-organic complexes. The compound
trans-dichloro

bis(triethylphosphine) platinum (II) [formula:trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 ] has been

studied in this class under varying thermodynamic conditions of low temperature and high
pressure. This complex has phosphine triethyl groups attached to the metal centre. The reorientation of these triethyl chains play an important role in triggering the phase transitions in
this complex upon changing the thermodynamic parameters. Upon cooling trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 ,
the orientational changes of the phosphine triethyl ligands causes preferred strengthening of
the C-H---Cl hydrogen bonds through CH3 units, in the temperature range 180-130 K. The
drastic change in the intensity, appearance of new modes in the lattice region, and slope
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change of many vibrational modes across 180 K and 130 K are the signatures of phase
transition.
Temperature and pressure are the thermodynamic variables which cause reduction in the
volume of the material under consideration, but the origin of phase transitions under such
conditions may be different or similar. Our detailed high pressure studies on the same metalorganic complex, trans-dichloro bis(triethylphosphine) platinum (II), showed phase transition
from centrosymmetric to non-centrosymmetric structure (space group changes from P21 /n to
P21 ) at a pressure of about 0.8 GPa. Combined investigations using vibrational spectroscopy
[IR and Raman] and XRD studies well corroborated with DFT calculations confirmed this
phase transition. Importantly, the study highlighted that the orientational changes of a specific
phosphine-organic ligand group lead to the structural phase transition in this compound.
Another phase transition was observed upon further compression upto ~ 4.7 GPa, forming a
supercell above this pressure. These orientational changes bring phosphine ligands in close
proximity of Cl atoms of the adjacent molecules, which cause overall strengthening of interand intra-molecular C-H---Cl hydrogen bonds, resulting in a stitched staircase hydrogen bond
assisted supramolecular assembly in the high pressure phase. It is noteworthy that the nature
of pressure and temperature induced phase transitions in trans-PtCl2 (PEt3 )2 is different, since
no signatures of loss of inversion symmetry were noticed at low temperatures.
We hope that the case studies presented in this thesis pave the way towards better
understanding of fundamental systems like glycine, framing a general trend of hydrogen
bonding networks in amino acids under varying conditions and utilization of thermodynamic
parameters as well as molecular motions to harness the properties of technologically
important organic systems, other macro-molecular systems such as proteins and for their
molecular modelling.
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